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EDITORIAL

NEW
VALUES.
In recent times a lot has changed in our world.
In many cases the kitchen table has become
our home office, and we invite guests to meals
in our own dining room rather than at a restaurant. Perhaps we even spend our holidays in the
living room, with wellness on the comfortable
family sofa included. Today furnishing the home
means more than ever before. We at KARE want
you to feel good when you walk into your front
door. Our new magazine shows how you can

Have fun!

give your four walls a vitamin boost with new
styles, and how your interior can become more
attractive, cosy and functional. And why, in our
eyes, furniture is not something to dispose of
lightly, because a sideboard made of real wood
represents new, sustainable values. With us you
will find favourite pieces that have the makings
of a lifelong friendship, not to mention lots of
decorating ideas that put the new fun in furnishing. As the founders of our company we go
the extra mile to inspire you with interior design
ideas for a changing world. We invite you to explore our stories and unique furnishing ideas
now: tables which raise dining to a new leven,
carpeting treasures for the floor and everything
that a stylish home office requires. Or perhaps
even a cosy sofa which will add a further touch
of comfort to your living room. ■
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LIVING ROOM

UNCONVENTIONAL
FURNISHING
Make yourself comfortable! Your most attractive, cosy and
all-time favourite sofa will transform your living room into a wellness hotel. Just lean back and enjoy our selection of statement
pieces and feel-good oases - among them you're sure to find
a sofa for life.

New Sofa METROPOL, an extra-wide velvet sofa with arm
and backrests at the same height in the classic Chesterfield
style - handmade! 74 x 238 x 117 cm | 85083 |
Coffee table PATCHES, a large, angular coffee table with three
differently coloured, structured tops mounted on a black steel
frame, 38 x 103 x 102 cm | 82520 |
Shelf unit LOFT, a basic for eternity thanks to its interestingly
arranged compartments and the cool material mix of steel a
nd glass, 195 x 115 x 30 cm | 84124 |
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Bi Feuser-Ajidahun
KARE NIGERIA

"Mirrored, large and infinitely
styleable: the coffee table is a real
eye-catcher. Such a showpiece in
every room immediately transforms
your interior into a star.
We'll be happy to show you what
goes together, what highlights you
can use to spice up your interior,
and how you can underscore
your personal style."

Armchair LA VIDA, a modern armchair in trendy greige with a soft, elegantly structured cover fabric, continuous arm
and backrest and black stainless steel frame, 74 x 76 x 80 cm | 82674 |
Sofa PROUD, the beautiful three-seater is particularly comfortable thanks to its exceptional depth and the firm back cushions, 81 x 214 x 86 cm | 83469 |
Coffee table LUIGI, a showpiece with endless possibilities! Luigi consists of four glass cubes, which together form a large coffee table but can also be arranged individually or in pairs, 43 x 100 x 100 cm | 83104 |
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New Standard lamp GEOMETRY, a strikingly large, classic black arc lamp in industrial design, variable in height and depth, 220 x 225 x 60 cm | 52468 |
New Side table ICE DOUBLE, a round coffee table with two extraordinary tops made of solid, clear glass - entirely handmade! 50 x 30 x 30 cm | 81154 |
New Side table ICE, a gem among coffee tables with a top that looks like a sheet of ice, set in a brass-coloured frame, 50 x 40 x 40 cm | 81143 |
Carpet GLORIOUS, sewn in a modern pixel-look from lots of small pieces of hide - a striking visual focal point for the living room, 170 x 240 cm | 52013 |
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Ana Carola Yañez
KARE BOLIVIA

"Mirrors are a great way to
add more space to a room.
The reflection makes the
surroundings look much more
dynamic and the room is visually
enlarged. Whether it's a collage
of mirrors or a single statement
piece, we'll be happy to show
you how you can transform
your room."

Sofa LOFT, an elegant and indestructible three-seater
with classic button stitching, 73 x 229 x 80 cm | 83528 |
Coffee table OSAKA, the frame in an elegant brass look
makes the table seem to be floating, 46 x 138 x 77 cm | 83876 |
Mirror CLIP, timeless and classy with its slim silhouette,
in brass or black, 177 x 32 x 5 cm | 82516 |
Carpet KELIM ROCKSTAR, complements both modern interiors
and glamorous ambiences, 170 x 240 cm | 60191 |
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Sofa PERUGIA, this cream-coloured sofa with a cover in the pleated style stands on a brass base
and recalls the magnificence of the Golden Twenties, 65 x 195 x 119 cm | 82707 |
Armchair PERUGIA, an elegant velvet armchair in the style of the Twenties with elaborate pleated design, embodies stylish glamour, 75 x 79 x 75 cm | 82706 |

Sofa SANTA BARBARA, velvety soft, with elaborate button stitching and in a s
oft champagne tone: this sofa has the potential to become a star, 65 x 152 x 94 cm | 80940 |
Armchair PURE ELEGANCE, an elegant armchair in warm grey with a velvet cover and golden steel legs, 71 x 77 x 70 cm | 82673 |
Coffee table JUPITER, a piece of elegance for the living room: glass table with a strikingly designed base made of gold-coloured stainless steel, 40 x Ø 100 cm | 80555 |

New Sofa NASHVILLE, elaborate, geometrical seams and stitching give the couch its characteristic look
with a touch of retro styling, 75 x 224 x 85 cm | 85082 |
Coffee table MYSTIC (Set of 2), an elegant couple with a marble top, which can be easily slid under each other, 55 x Ø 90 cm | 83390 |
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Sofa NIGHT FEVER, everyone loves the curves of this spectacular sofa, which never fails to attract admiring glances.
Glamorous purple, a velvety cover and the brass-coloured, delicate legs make Night Fever a VIP among sofas, 83 x 232 x 104 cm | 84626 |
New Mirror ROYAL, the crowning glory of any room: whether as a dressing room mirror or decorative object,
there's no more luxurious way to refine an ambience, 200 x 100 x 10 cm | 85172 |
New Side table COMB, a honeycomb-shaped all-round table with glass top, also available in silver, 55 x 55 x 55 cm | 85029 |
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Vase ZEBRA, for the design safari in your living room, 32 x 22 x 22 cm | 61281 |
Deco jar ZEBRA, in fashionable orange with golden highlights, 19 x 21 x 21 cm | 61284 |
Armchair NIGHT FEVER, an irresistible, round designer armchair with a velvet-look fuchsia cover and shiny brass base, 76 x 78 x 75 cm | 84627 |
New Decorative figure RABBIT, an outsized, faithfully detailed figure of a rabbit with shimmering bronze patina. Each piece is unique, 91 x 31 x 43 cm | 52221 |
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Sofa RIMINI, a classy sage-coloured sofa which would also look good in the lobby of a grand hotel, 76 x 160 x 86 cm | 83318 |
Coffee table RIMINI, a glamorous, stylish focal point for the living room that reflects the colours of the interior, 36 x Ø 60 cm | 83320 |
Picture ABSTRACT FIELDS, a unique piece for your home: a hand painted picture
with delicate applications and a touch of golden glitter, 120 x 90 cm | 61661 |
New Standard lamp CAFETERIA, velvet, marble and a golden glow in the lampshade what more could you want? 135 x 30 x 30 cm | 52476 |
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Sofa CELEBRATE, stylish and ultra-comfortable? It's great when you can have both! Available in different colours and sizes, 68 x 200 x 87 cm | 84211 |
Side table WIRE (Set of 2), a modern and refined composition of linear frame and top made of reflecting glass, e.g. , 43 x Ø 33 cm | 80180 |

New Armchair SANDWICH, fully upholstered, small cocktail armchair in a pink velvet look with brass-coloured, slightly flared legs, 74 x 65 x 64 cm | 84780 |
Side table LUXURY TRIANGLE, not only as a side table in the living room, but also an eyecatcher next to the bed or as a couple! 54 x 32 x 32 cm | 84157 |
New Sofa WATER LILY, a visual treat with its floral shape, in practical terms a favourite place in pastel pink for two people, 76 x 132 x 75 cm | 85262 |

FOLDS OUT

Sofa bed MILCHBAR, this dainty sofa turns into a stylish bed with a reclining area of 110 x 191 cm, 83 x 219 x 85 cm | 80900 |
Coffee table KEY WEST, the new elegance: a rectangular coffee table with plenty of space for pretty arrangements on its marble top, 40 x 120 x 60 cm | 83973 |
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New Sofa GIANNI, for all those who have so far stayed away from light-coloured sofas:
Gianni comes with an easy-clean cover, which is very low maintenance, 88 x 290 x 167 cm | 83531 |
Coffee table CESTA, a round coffee table in the elegant retro style - a key piece in gold and light marble, 42 x Ø 102 cm | 83531 |
Dresser LUXURY, clean-lined and simple in form, elegant and refined in its effect: mirrored furniture looks transparent and light in the room, 74 x 91 x 41 cm | 82231 |
Bar cabinet LUXURY, the luxury class among home bars, with plenty of space for glasses, bottles and utensils.
Thanks to all-round mirroring it also makes the room seem larger, 181 x 89 x 47 cm | 84265 |
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New Mirror STANFORD, with this decorative mirror you bring airy elegance into the room, also works well in a group of several mirrors, 90 x 90 x 3 cm | 85423 |
New Carpet COZY GIRLY, a gently shimmering viscose carpet, ideal for all who like things soft, 200 x 300 cm | 52540 |
Armchair PERUGIA, with its elaborate pleated design this elegant velvet armchair in the style of the Twenties embodies stylish glamour, 75 x 79 x 75 cm | 82706 |
New Standard lamp SCALA BALLS, an elegant standard lamp with a matt gold-coloured stand and six glass shades, 160 x 28 x 28 cm | 52509 |
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New Lounger BOTTONE, a wide, grey lounger with Chesterfield-style upholstery and a velvety cover, including a neck roll
and extra cushions - a laid-back alternative to a sofa for those
who enjoy watching their favourite series with their feet up,
81 x 194 x 137 cm | 84983 |
New Picture BEAUTY LADY, in the Art Déco style: a large,
portrait-format glass picture with an enchanting portrait of a
beauty, 150 x 120 cm | 51871 |
New Standard lamp SALOTTO, a designer lamp with that
certain extra - reading lamp and mood lighting in one, thanks
to its adjustable shade, 158 x 75 x 35 cm | 52463 |
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on the right:
Armchair SORENTO, elegant,
upholstered armchair in chrome
with velvety cover. It would also
look at home in the lobby of a hip
hotel, 88 x 69 x 78 cm | 84120 |
Side table LUXURY Z, Modern glamour and cool elegance - without
being obtrusive, 60 x 45 x 33 cm
| 84155 |
New Picture FRAME MIRROR,
framed photo artwork with a designer portrait in black and white
featuring a witty distorted subject,
60 x 60 x 5 cm | 51875, 51877 |

Evis Kodra
KARE ALBANIA

"Button-stitched
upholstery is a classic,
because it exudes
generous glamour, can
be combined in many
ways and is incredibly
comfortable! This
intricate craftsmanship
makes for unique sofas
and armchairs that
will give pleasure for
many years."

below:
New Sofa METROPOL, an
extra-wide velvet sofa with arm
and backrests at the same height
in the classic Chesterfield style handmade!
74 x 238 x 117 cm | 85083 |
New Coffee table CRISTALLO,
a square coffee table with geometrical frame in diamond shape,
45 x 80 x 80 cm | 85030 |
New Side table CRISTALLO, with
chrome-coloured frame and glass
top, unbeatable as a team,
55 x 50 x 50 cm | 85031 |
New Standard lamp SCALA
BALLS, simple, elegant and yet
an eyecatcher - also available as a
pendant lamp,
171 x 29 x 29 cm | 52510 |
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Sofa DSCHINN, offers comfortable space for three people and also serves
as a gold-coloured attention-getter with its curved shape, 78 x 233 x 122 cm | 83608 |
Carpet ASTRATTO POP, a great colour spectacle! Combined with reflecting
furniture it becomes an art installation, 170 x 240 cm | 52058 |
Side table LUXURY, conjures up sophisticated effects by reflecting
the light and its surroundings, 54 x 32 x 32 cm | 84156 |
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Sofa VEGAS, elegant sofa in the Sixties style with a sweeping form and velvet cover in fashionable petrol, 90 x 232 x 89 cm | 83531 |
Coffee table WIRE (Set of 2), the modern classic, available in many colours and designs, e.g., 34 x 70 x 70 cm | 79577 |
New Armchair BRISTOL, a softly padded swivel armchair, so comfortable that you'll never want to get up again, 79 x 83 x 76 cm | 80029 |

Armchair LUNA, combines stylish details with a soft velvet cover and sleek silhouette,
and the elegant Fifties styling makes it look inviting and elegant, 93 x 74 x 88 cm | 84119 |
Sofa SPECTRA, an elegant curved form with generous upholstery and velvet cover in a warm shade of gold, 74 x 243 x 95 cm | 83620 |

Armchair NONNA, the best of the Fifties: diamond-shaped upholstery, filigree feet in a brass look,
with velvet cover and round shapes. And the best thing about it: the armchair is also wonderfully comfortable! 103 x 73 x 85 cm | 83613 |
New Sofa BELAMI, a sofa with a wow-effect: so comfortable! So stylish! So easy to combine! 70 x 265 x 210 cm | 85496 |
New Coffee table DIMENSION, If you're looking for a modern side table that also goes well with a large sofa landscape,
Dimension is the perfect solution! 80 x 80 x 38 cm | 84752 |
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Sofa INFINITY, a smart crossover of reduced chic, lounge style and casual elegance. The ottoman also makes this couch extremely versatile.
It can be used as an extension of the seating area or freely in the room as an additional seat or coffee table., 70 x 306 x 182 cm | 81323 |
Coffee table ASPEN, a natural beauty made of rustic wood on steel hairpin legs, each one is unique, 40 x 106 x 40 cm | 83493 |
Carpet ARABIAN FLOWER, with an ornamental pattern of tufted wool, 170 x 240 cm | 38750 |
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Shelf unit PURO, made of natural wood with lovingly created, unique details and artistically carved ornaments, 191 x 90 x 35 cm | 81337 |
Cushion WILD LIFE, with a pretty ethnic look, handcrafted from cotton, 30 x 50 cm | 52073 |
Cushion ETHNO EYE, a small work of art with elaborate details, 35 x 55 cm | 52040 |
Mirror LEGNO, inspired by nature, ideal for the maritime style and bright interiors, Ø 82 x 6 cm | 83248 |
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Sofa CUBedO, an extremely comfortable roommate in cube form, 67 x 220 x 110 cm | 83954 |
Coffee table COLLECTOR, the showcase compartment with its letter case keeps all your treasures within easy reach, 45 x 122 x 55 cm | 84107 |
Cupboard ART FACTORY, cool but sensuous, relaxed but useful - these are the contrasts that loft lovers appreciate, 133 x 77 x 32 cm | 84106 |
Armchair COPACABANA, a folding armchair for indoors and outdoors, 73 x 78 x 60 cm | 84123 |
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Sofa CUBedO, an expansive classic in a fine vintage look and brown top grain
cowhide with wide armrests, 67 x 220 x 110 cm | 82019 |
Coffee table ROOTS, a root-shaped base made of teak wood with glass top, each one is unique, 33 x Ø 100 cm | 81842 |
Armchair CIGAR LOUNGE, the club armchair in high-quality leather with a vintage touch and attractive
decorative seams really embraces its owner, 70 x 72 x 83 cm | 76948 |

Armchair CORNWALL, an incredibly casual armchair with belt suspension and canvas cover in a stonewashed look, 78 x 72 x 75 cm | 83117 |
Side table AFRICAN DRUMS (Set of 2), in a great design featuring black and gold: the filigree wire mesh brings the ethnic look up to date, 48 x 46 x 46 cm | 84390 |
New Sofa DISCOVERY, also perfect for small rooms: a comfortably projecting seat combined with dimensions that are not too wide.
What more could we ask? 70 x 222 x 102 cm | 85473 |

New Sofa INFINITY, the popular classic, versatile thanks to its infinite expansion possibilities,
with an easy-care, cream-coloured textile cover, 70 x 306 x 182 cm | 85493 |
Coffee table COLLECTOR, the showcase compartment with its letter case keeps all your treasures within easy reach, 45 x 122 x 55 cm | 83268 |
Armchair TUDOR, luxurious and comfortable with a high back, wide armrests and a sweeping silhouette this is what today's club armchair looks like! 100 x 78 x 80 cm | 84424 |
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HOMESTORY

VIVA
LA DIVA

How does a diva live? In simple elegance, subtle glamour
and with a touch of industrial flair. At least when it comes to the taste
of the Bosnian influencer @divaisback. Together with our KARE Sarajevo team
she has fulfilled her furnishing dreams in her new apartment,
and gives us an insight into her stylish home.

© instagram.com/divaisback Images: instagram.com/annalukenda

Picture INCOGNITO LADY, 51464 | Chair THINKTANK, 83640 | Standard lamp RUSTY, 38299 |

A furnishing style between
glamour and industrial chic

Erna Saljević
INFLUENCER
On her Instagram blog @divaisback she regularly
shares content from her life with her followers. And
in her case this means plenty of style and joie de
vivre. No wonder that Erna Saljević is one of the
most popular influencers in Bosnia. And it's just as
clear that KARE plays a major role here! "I wanted
a furnishing ambience in which a minimalist
yet comfortable sofa plays the leading role - not
the TV", says the charming marketing and PR
professional. "I discussed all my wishes with KARE's
interior design team, who then provided me with
3D plans before we started implementing them".
The result: a modern, bright home full of style and
charm - just like its occupant.

■

top:
Coffee table MYSTIC (Set of 2), 83390 |
bottom:
Table lamp ANIMAL, 61598 |
Console table ELITE, 80522 |
on right:
Console table RUSTICO, 84372 |
Vase ART PASTELL, 30506 |
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MARBLE
MON AMOUR
The marble look is a real highlight in any interior!
The naturally patterned surface creates highlights as a table top,
decorative figure or lamp stand. For all who love subtle glamour!

Console table MIAMI LOFT, as precious as an heirloom from glamorous times - a
nd absolutely up to date thanks to the combination of shiny brass and marble, 120 x 75 x 35 cm | 83851 |
Mirror BUBBLES, work of art or mirror? That depends very much on the beholder,
but in any case it's an eyecatcher with its brass frame, 93 x 138 x 2 cm | 84132 |
Armchair SILHOUETTE FUR, glamour with a cuddly factor: a cocktail armchair
in the Art Déco style with a trendy fluffy teddy cover in white, 71 x 79 x 60 cm | 84322 |
Table lamp PEAR, the classic design is compatible with many living styles, 53 x 40 x 40 cm | 51319 |
Vase PINEAPPLE, a handmade vase in pineapple shape with lots of vitamin G G for gold and for glamour! Also ideal as a floor vase, 50 x 25 x 25 cm | 51068 |

New Table SOLO MARBLE, the black table top with its white
marbling perfectly imitates the precious natural material, but is
much more resistant, see next page, Ø 76 x 110 cm | 85002 |

Console table MIAMI LOFT, as precious as an heirloom from
glamorous times - and absolutely up to date thanks to the combination of shiny brass and marble, 120 x 75 x 35 cm | 83851 |
Vase PINEAPPLE, a handmade vase in pineapple shape with lots
of vitamin G - G for gold and for glamour! Also ideal as a floor vase,
50 x 25 x 25 cm | 51068 |

Coffee tablee WIRE MARBLE (Set of 2), in combination with the
black and white marbled glass, the filigree black steel mesh is a
cool design, 46 x Ø 45 cm | 84328 |

New Table SOUTH BEACH, with a top in the marble look,
a black steel frame and brass coloured sleeves on the feet,
75 x 180 x 90 cm | 84544 |
Chair THELMA, a dark grey chair with armrests, offering luxurious
seating comfort thanks to its generous upholstery and attractive
design, 82 x 65 x 60 cm | 82243 |
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on right:
Console table GLENN,
the shape is exquisite and special:
a flat oval with a shelf made of
light, genuine marble and a body
that stands out with dark grey
fronts and sides made of solid
wood with a ribbed look,
80 x 100 x 32 cm | 84888 |

Michal Vydra
KARE PRAGUE

"Marble is a high-quality,
delicate natural stone.
We love marbled surfaces
and the subtle elegance
they promise.
And those who like things
easy to care for will find
the right solution in a
table top with the marble
look. It offers all the visual
features of patterned
stone but is less sensitive
to discoloration."

bottom:
New Table SOLO MARBLE, round
tables are a great solution for
smallish dining rooms because
they not only save space and look
light but also promote harmony!
With a shiny black lacquered tulip
base and marble-look top,
Ø 76 x 110 cm | 85002 |
Chair THELMA, a dark grey
chair with armrests offering
luxurious seating comfort thanks
to its generous upholstery and
attractive design,
82 x 65 x 60 cm | 82243 |
New Picture Glass BEAUTY LADY,
a large, portrait-format picture in
glass with the beguiling portrait of
a beauty in the Art Déco style,
150 x 120 cm | 51875 |
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SMALL
BUT EXQUISITE
1.

If you can't get enough of the
marble trend, you can create highlights
with accessories in fine marble

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
1. Table lamp CHARLESTON, a table lamp as if from a grand hotel, with a base in real marble, 69 x 40 x 40 cm | 51307 |
2. Clock NOBLE MARBLE, a round wall clock with a marble-look dial and gold highlights, Ø 41 cm | 51203 |
3. New Console table ART MARBLE, the handmade base of the console table plays with three-dimensional perspectives,
while the glass top features a marble look, 88 x 142 x 40 cm | 84836 |
4. New Armchair WATER LILY, handmade with attention to detail, featuring elaborate piping seams
and a round seat cushion, available in other colours, 78 x 85 x 78 cm | 85205 |
5. Decorative figure LEOPARD MARBLE, a highlight for different looks, from Art Déco to ultra-modern. The bright,
deceptively real marble styling looks particularly cool, 34 x 95 x 18 cm | 51588 |
6. Side table LUXURY MARBLE, a delicate side table made of glass in the luxury marble look, 54 x 32 x 32 cm | 84762, 84764 |
7. Side table BEAM, marble and brass are a beautiful design duo and make this side table especially charming, 35 x 43 x 43 cm | 83737 |
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WHETTING
THE APPETITE!
Have you also rediscovered how much fun it actually is to cook
at home? The best restaurant in town is in your dining room,
because nowhere else can you relax and unwind as much as at
home. Turn your dining area into a Michelin-starred restaurant,
dress up for a dinner date or enjoy a cosy meal with the family.
There's nowhere it tastes better!

New Table SOUTH BEACH, a rectangular dining table with a marble look top, black steel frame and brass-coloured sleeves on the feet.
As beautiful as marble and yet practical, because the glass top is resistant to stains, 75 x 180 x 90 cm | 84544 |
Chair SAN FRANCISCO, a classic chair with a distinguished aura that timelessly enhances any interior design style, 82 x 59 x 61 cm | 84757-9 |
New Pendant lamp SCALA BALLS, the 14 spherical bulbs orbit the ceiling lamp like satellites, while the honey tone
of the glass provides warm, flattering light, 140 x 150 x 27 cm | 52512 |
Picture FRAGRANCE, an artfully altered picture of a style icon as an image print on canvas with a gold-coloured frame, 115 x 115 cm | 63944 |
Standard lamp SCALA BALLS, a classy standard lamp with a matt gold-coloured stand and six glass shades, 160 x 28 x 28 cm | 52509 |
Mirror CURVE, a timelessly beautiful classic for purists, with a frame of brass-coloured steel.
Available in further versions, Ø 100 x 5 cm | 82718 |
Carpet COSTA, an elegantly shimmering viscose carpet in a shade of gold, 170 x 240 cm | 52273 |
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New Table SOUTH BEACH, a rectangular dining table with a marble-look top, black steel frame and brass-coloured sleeves on the feet.
As attractive as marble and at the same time practical, because the glass top is resistant to stains, 75 x 180 x 90 cm | 84544 |
New Chair HUDSON, the skillful mix of form, colour and material makes this armchair a special piece of seating furniture. Its black lacquered legs with gold sleeves
provide a charming contrast to its textile covers and the snappily designed backrest. Available in different colours, 83 x 47 x 56 cm | 80003-6 |
New Pendant lamp SCALA BALLS, the 14 spherical bulbs orbit the ceiling lamp like satellites, while the honey tone
of the glass provides warm, flattering light, 140 x 150 x 27 cm | 52512 |
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Picture FRAGRANCE, artistically altered photograph of a style icon as image print on canvas with gold-coloured frame, 115 x 115 cm | 63944 |
Console table MIAMI LOFT, this is how the retro look becomes a true cult: an elegant, light-footed console table
in the Art Déco style with a real marble top and brass finish, 75 x 120 x 35 cm | 83851 |
New Decorative object KING SKULL, from the cabinet of curiosities: a skull sculpture in antique design with an elaborate golden headdress, 42 x 34 x 20 cm | 51926 |
New Standard lamp SCALA BALLS, an elegant standard lamp with a matt gold-coloured frame and six glass shades, 160 x 28 x 28 cm | 52509 |
Mirror CURVE, a timelessly beautiful classic for purists, with a frame of brass coloured steel, Ø 100 x 5 cm | 82718 |
Mirror CURVE, the smaller version of the plain classic, Ø 60 x 5 cm | 83191 |
New Carpet COSTA, an exquisitely shimmering carpet with retro pattern of viscose in a golden tone, 170 x 240 cm | 52273 |
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Table OSAKA, an elegant dining set on brass-coloured runners, for dinners with up to six people, 76 x 180 x 90 cm | 83879 |
Pendant lamp FIRESTARTER, the modern version of the classic chandelier, 100 x 24 cm | 67576 |
Chair URBAN DESIRE, as decorative as a cocktail armchair, glamorous and witty with a buttoned back, 90 x 52 x 60 cm | 83843 |
Carpet CIRCLE, in the natural look, a cosy addition to all furnishing styles, 240 x 170 cm | 31123 |

Chair REUNION, a comfortably upholstered chair in a bold retro design - all in black, 77 x 57 x 52 cm | 80978 |
Table DURAN, a strong presence in spite of its small dimensions: the top has a walnut veneer, the feet have gold-coloured sleeves, 76 x 160 x 80 cm | 80082 |
Chair MONACO, the warm nougat tone and the curved retro-style seat shell stylishly complement any interior, 72 x 58 x 47 cm | 81837 |
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Table PARADISE, in a laid-back urban loft look thanks to its forged, rough iron feet; the naturally grained wood radiates warmth, 76 x 200 x 90 cm | 84301 |
Chair GRID, iconic furniture design made of steel, with a comfortable cushion, 86 x 48 x 54 cm | 83113 | Pendant lamp GORGEOUS, punched out patterns provide
warm light and oriental flair above the dining table, 44 x 135 x 31 cm | 61992 | Chair WIRE, modern and reduced, with a cushioned seat, 86 x 41 x 58 cm | 82744 |
Shelf unit LOFT, its unadorned form invites you to make decorative arrangements, 195 x 115 x 30 cm | 84124 |

Armchair CHEERIO, an exciting material mix of leather look and woven fabrics, including a small cushion, 75 x 55 x 52 cm | 83078 |
Table PHOENIX, perfect proportions make it the centre of family get-togethers, while oiled oak wood and matt black steel feet add
an industrial touch, 77 x 220 x 100 cm | 83549 | Chair TWO FACE, beautiful interplay: the backrest consists of a wide fabric band woven into the frame,
while the leather-look seat has a restrained effect, 88 x 52 x 53 cm | 84646 |
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ONE OF A KIND

A friend for life and the focal point of every home: the large dining table,
where people not only eat but spend time together. Special table tops made of
recycled materials are great eyecatchers. And thanks to the protective glass top,
they are also easy to clean!

Table RUSTICO, with a striking surface
structure and glass top for easy maintenance, 76 x 200 x 90 cm | 82849 |
Chair THELMA, luxurious seating
comfort with a crumpled look,
can be casual and also elegant,
82 x 65 x 60 cm | 82243 |
Pendant lamp GOBLET, with
hrome details, combines retro with
modernity and provides focussed
light, 142 x 115 x 31 cm | 51102 |
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Kelly Da Silva
KARE TORONTO

Table KALIF, the seemingly
floating table top made of safety
glass allows a view of a door
decorated in an antique style.
ach one is unique,
78 x 200 x 90 cm | 81662 | 999,Bench MODE, upholstered bench
with velvet cover, available in
other colours and as chair,
88 x 764 x 62 cm | 83020 | 639,Chair MODE, whether with or
without armrests, Mode cuts a
fine figure in various colours,
87 x 60 x 70 cm | 82468 | 219,-

"Table tops with handcrafted details attract all
eyes. Recycled wood is
laid out to form inspiring
patterns, and a glass
top transforms it into a
favourite piece which is
ideal for everyday use.
I enjoy combining the
style with comfortable
upholstered chairs, so
you can sit at the table
for a long time and enjoy
the company."

New Table CONLEY, the recycled
wood with its visible traces of life is
joined together in a circle and ray
shape to form a beautiful pattern, with
a brass-coloured skid base,
76 x 180 x 90 cm | 84880 |
Chair THINKTANK, a casual chair for
the dining room or office, on which
you'll enjoy sitting for long periods: the
generous upholstery with its graphic
details is highly comfortable,
85 x 65 x 55 cm | 84449 |
New Decorative object RHINO, an
animal-friendly trophy for a touch of
safari flair at home, adorned with a
beautiful pearl decoration,
25 x 55 x 18 cm | 51921 |
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Table GLORIA, a little glamour never hurt anyone. This dining table could also be
on display in a museum as a modern furniture sculpture, 75 x 200 x 100 cm | 81924 |
Chair VIVA, with discreet glamour it adds that certain something to simple, bright rooms.
A casually elegant chair with a high comfort rating, 82 x 46 x 52 cm | 84969 |
New Pendant lamp SCALA BALLS, the XL pendant lamp in a glamorous chrome look is a beauty
from many perspectives, and illuminates large rooms in an unusual way, 140 x 150 x 27 cm | 52513 |
Decorative figure BedA, the Siamese fish is beautiful and aggressive - but in the living room it's quite harmless, 37 x 34 x 14 cm | 68024 |
New Picture Frame MIRROR DOG, witty portraits of doggy personalities in a high-quality frame with mirrored interior trim, 60 x 60 x 5 cm | 51875-8 |
New Carpet COZY OCEAN, viscose carpets are characterised by a velvety, silky soft surface.
The open fibres shimmer differently depending on how the light falls on them, their use and the ambient lighting, 200 x 300 cm | 52541 |
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Chair PRINCE, the successful composition of a perfect dining room chair: shimmering velvet,
luxurious upholstery and all this in an elegant grey, 98 x 53 x 60 cm | 82606 |
New Table MILANO, a gorgeous dining table with exciting curves, fine grain and refined, dark colours. Matching the MILANO series, 76 x 180 x 90 cm | 85331 |

Chair EAST SIDE, a velvet chair with a simple design idiom for the dining room, living room or study.
Offers a reserved and stylish feeling of chic living in the Upper East Side style, 83 x 48 x 57 cm | 84333 |
New Table SCHICKERIA, the classic with a tulip base in an eternally irresistible design. Even in small rooms it accommodates
several guests at one table, Ø 75 x 110 cm | 85503 |
Chair KNOT, a real wow-piece! The full-length backrest, elaborate upholstery in a sophisticated wickerwork look and slightly flared,
slender legs provide a charming modern look in the hip Fifties style, 81 x 62 x 59 cm | 84650 |

Chair MARSHALL, a comfortable gem with high-quality piping and decorative seams for a luxury look, 91 x 57 x 66 cm | 83993 |
Table BUG, unique styling thanks to the hammered-look base and vividly structured table top made of recycled solid wood, 76 x 180 x 90 cm | 82557 |
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Decorative frame FLOWER, this three-dimensional picture object
looks like a vertical garden in gold, 120 x 120 x 5 cm | 39249 |
Table BOULEVARD, a showpiece with sculptural feet - makes an
unforgettable impression, 75 x 100 x 200 cm | 83907 |
Chair VIVA, sleek design for modern dining,
available in a range of colours, 82 x 46 x 52 cm | 83929, 30 |
Pendant lamp FIRESTARTER, the modern version of the classic
chandelier, 100 x 24 cm | 67576 |
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GOLDEN
TIMES

3.

Highlights in gold and brass
colours for irresistible shiny moments

1.

Nafi Nuridini
KARE KOSOVO

"Every house deserves a little
glamour. Whether it's an entire
table with a shiny gold base, a
vase with gold decoration or
tableware with gleaming details
- just like jewellery worn by
people, a little glamour in the
interior also adds a splash
of style and luxury."

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1. Chair SOLO, a designer chair with a wire look and graphic details, 48 x 47 x 47 cm | 84183 |
2. Plate FLAMINGO, the gold rim creates a romantic atmosphere of glamour in the home, Ø 27 cm | 51043 |
3. Pendant lamp CHIPS, shells or flowers? The delicate, round decorative elements
of this pendant lamp make your living room shine, 61 x 61 x 61 cm | 60125 |
4. New Chair IRIS, a dream in velvet with elegant retro flair and gold-coloured sleeves, 84 x 49 x 54 cm | 80080 |
5. Armchair STUDIO, an elegant upholstered chair in cream with an unusual, gold-coloured lacquered base, 76 x 58 x 52 cm | 82266 |
6. New Vase CHAMELEON, an eyecatching vase with two cute lizards as decoration, 39 x 39 x 39 cm | 51559 |
7. Table GLORIA, Why do things by half? This high-end statement table definitely wants to be the centre of attention, 75 x 200 x 100 cm | 81543 |
8. Chair KNOT, a strawberry-ice coloured favourite, and incredibly comfortable - try it out! 81 x 62 x 59 cm | 84651 |

8.
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Table DOWNTOWN, the solid oiled oak top feels great to the touch,
while the steel base skilfully quotes the modern Scandinavian look,
77 x 220 x 100 cm | 80759 |
Armchair CHELSEA, a softly upholstered chair with comfortable armrests
- not suitable for fast-food restaurants, because guests never want to get
up again! 90 x 65 x 60 cm | 83544 |
Chair CHELSEA, a favourite chair with a harmonious colour scheme,
this time without armrests, 90 x 50 x 60 cm | 83545 |
Pendant lamp SPOOL, an ingenious source of light: by opening the
wings of each shade you can create different lighting moods, efficiency
class A++ thanks to LED (included), 120 x 70 x 10 cm | 51394 |
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Chair KNOT, a ocean coloured favourite, and incredibly comfortable - try it out! 81 x 62 x 59 cm | 84648 |
Table BROOKLYN NATURE, distinctive shapes, natural materials, elegantly rounded corners and slightly bevelled edges create a modern and contemporary styl,
76 x 175 x 90 cm | 81431 |

New Chair COLMAR, for all those who enjoy gathering around the dining table: Colmar is probably the most comfortable
dining room chair far and wide, and comes in a range of colours, 80 x 71 x 65 cm | 80042, 4 |
Table SCHICKERIA, in spite of its small dimensions, up to four people can sit comfortably here - a design highlight at an affordable price, 72 x Ø 110 cm | 83184 |

EXTENDABLE

Chair PEONY, a dream for friends of large prints and a highlight for the dining area.
Also an eyecatcher on its own combined with monochrome chairs, 77 x 56 x 55 cm | 84684 |
Extendable table AMSTERDAM, gains another 80cm in length thanks to the pull-out function, and then offers space for up to ten people! An exciting surface with
a grey mottled look made of laminated safety glass with a complex ceramic coating, for a unique feel, 76 x 160/240 x 90 cm | 82725 |
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MIX & MATCH

top:
Table HARMONY, a combination of a top with a natural tree trunk edge in acacia
and runners made of raw steel, 76 x 200 x 100 cm | 84467 |
bottom:
Table SYMPHONY, a combination of a top with a bevelled edge and runners made of raw steel,
76 x 160 x 80 cm | 84489 |
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In terms of style it leaves other dining tables far behind.
On the one hand because it combines the materials of solid wood
and steel in such a beautiful, classic way. At the same time its individually
shaped edges have an enormous amount of charm.

The solid wood top

The base

The table tops are available in different versions. Oak or acacia,

The metal runners transform the table into a modern classic.

light or dark - which wood do you prefer?

Matt silver for lovers of elegant furnishing, raw steel for an
industrial look or a chrome frame for extra gloss in the dining
area? With the slim runners in different colours you can make
your table unique!

Look out for FSC ®-certified products!

Acacia dark

Acacia

New Abstract

New Stars

Oak

New Parquet

Chrome

Silver

Raw steel

Heightadjustable

Brass

Black

New Conley

The edge

Your personal favourite
table is ready!

The natural growth of a tree trunk, elegant bevelled edges or

We will be happy to show you all the variations in our shop. The

a classic straight edge. The finish you choose determines the

tables are also ideal as for work and conferences. They come in

character of the table.

many sizes and always look natural and modern.
Also available as height-adjustable desks!

Tree edge

Bevelled edge

Straight edge

The size
Whether it's dinner for one or a family celebration, the table tops
come in a wide range of sizes.
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Table DULD RANGE, a table for everyone and everything. Large dimensions for large projects - whether it's dinner with friends or a handicrafts party
with kids. A harmonious mix of styles, each table leg is shaped differently, 76 x 220 x 100 cm | 79214 |
Chair MODE, whether with or without armrests, this comfortable upholstered chair cuts a fine figure in various colours, 87 x 60 x 70 cm | 82470 |
Carpet SPIKE, hides decorated with lustre sewn together create an elegant herringbone pattern, 170 x 240 cm | 30004 |
Pendant lamp STONE MOBILE, an installation of light, metal and stone. Looks filigree in spite of its size, 60 x 100 x 27 cm | 60163 |
Cupboard SHANTI, imaginative and full of symbols - a work of art made of carved mouldings, each piece is unique, 180 x 85 x 45 cm | 82796 |
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Chair KO LANTA, rattan can be so comfortable! 86 x 45 x 55 cm | 79961 |
Table RAILWAY, the animated, massively furrowed table top consists of old wooden planks while the base is inspired by old railway tracks, 76 x 210 x 100 cm | 75216 |

Table BROOKLYN WALNUT, each piece of furniture in the series is made of high-quality, stained and varnished solid sheesham wood and receives
a handmade finish. These modern classics are real favourites with their distinctive shapes and vivid grain, 75 x 175 x 90 cm | 81266 |
Armchair MODE, you won't want to get up again! A favourite chair with soft cover and solid wooden legs, available in many colours, 87 x 58 x 67 cm | 83576 |

Chair HONEY MOON, beautifully understated - but with refinements such as the waisted backrest and decorative cross-stitch seams.
With its grey vintage leather cover and black legs it's the ideal companion for almost any dining table., 87 x 45 x 59 cm | 83590 |
Table ILLUSION, strikingly beautiful and irresistibly inviting! With its extraordinary inlays of brass and wood, Illusion makes
a lasting impression, 76 x 200 x 95 cm | 83828 |
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A FEAST
FOR THE EYES
The most beautiful tableware series
for our home-cooked treats

Tableware series BELL, the finest
porcelain in a slightly irregular shape
with a gold rim - dishwasher safe.
Many pieces available
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from top left clockwise:
Bowl BELL GOLD, a gold-coloured bowl for muesli, dips and more in organic form with a decorative rim, 7x Ø 16 cm | 60502 |
Tableware series GRANIT, made of glazed earthenware and tells the story of traditional craftsmanship.
With its soft grey tone, the Granit bowl can be individually styled. Different pieces available
Tableware series STARRY, grey and black with small splashes of colour, combining the sensuous radiance of ceramics with pure form in the best Scandinavian
design tradition. The handmade production creates the special look with intentional irregularities. A range of plates and bowls available
Wall decoration GINKGO, a decoration converted into a bowl, also cuts a good figure on the wall, 44 x 50 x 8 cm | 61508 |
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WUNDER
BAR

Our favourite bar looks great in the home,
so why not enjoy an aperitif,
cocktail or nightcap in your own four walls.
The best bar in town? Your own!

Bar AFTER WORK, could easily be placed in a grand
hotel, but also makes a good impression as a home
bar. A perfect mixture of velvet, petrol and gold,
106 x 120 x 48 cm | 83901 |
Barstool AFTER WORK, the perfect partner for your
home bar, but also for a bistro or standing table in
the office, 74 x 40 x 40 cm | 83903 |
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Serving trolley BARFLY, offers plenty of space to offer guests the
full range of cocktail classics, 83 x 84 x 40 cm | 81388 |

New Bar TREVISO, what elegance: deep green and a crescent-shaped top
in a marble look invite guests to enjoy long nights and good conversations,
104 x 120 x 55 cm | 85454 |

Serving trolley CLASSY, an elegant, golden serving trolley with a
stainless steel frame and two shelves made of reflecting glass,
64 x 50 x 33 cm | 81428 |

New Serving trolley LOFT BRASS, it turns every day into a
celebration! You can also use the bar trolley for pretty decorative
arrangements, 85 x 74 x 40 cm | 84824 |
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top:
New Bar cabinet VINOTECA, a cleverly designed bar
cabinet in the industrial style made of steel and solid
wood with many talents. Simply fold out the table,
cheers! 201 x 80 x 34 cm | 85096 |
New Console table MOTORBIKE, perfect as a home
bar. You don't need to be an Easy Rider to enjoy an
after-work drink here, 90 x 180 x 43 cm | 84538 |
Barstool CHEERIO, a cosy barstool with an extra
portion of style - comfortable thanks to the footrest
and round back, 100 x 53 x 48 cm | 83642 |
New Picture Frame ROCK COVER, a legendary
band logo from the Seventies on art paper behind
glass, with a frame in a dark metallic tone,
123 x 88 cm | 51855 |
Pendant lamp CONCRETE, the popular classic in
dark colours - wth shades made of concrete and
mounting made of beech,
120 x 120 x 15 cm | 52307 |

left:
New Bar cabinet BINASCO, shelf unit, sideboard,
table: this all-rounder has a multifunctional
industrial look, 105 x 93 x 56 cm | 85311 |
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Frane Bukovic
KARE CROATIA

"Inspired by a classic motorbike
from the 1940s, this console table
is a breach of style that fits in with
clean, modern interiors or even
the industrial style. But it certainly
stands out! We prefer to style it
as a bar, but it will also make an
impression in the entrance hall.
Wherever you put it, it's a piece
with a lot of personality!"

TO THE
BAR!
The most attractive accessories
for the home bar

1.

3.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1. Wine rack BISTRO UNO, presents fine wines to their best advantage in the dining room or the kitchen, 160 x 36 x 6 cm | 84280 |
2. Bar cabinet WEST COAST, with rivet details, metal fittings and a brown, easy-care cover
made of coated fabric in the vintage leather look, 154 x 60 x 60 cm | 82885
3. Barstool THINKTANK BASE, a height-adjustable and swivelling barstool with armrests in grey and a convenient footrest, 111 x 65 x 55 cm | 80672 |
4. Barstool COSTA, a stylish eyecatcher in the retro style with gently curved, softly upholstered arm and backrests, 106 x 48 x 48 cm | 81833 |
5. New Bar trolley MILANO, a dream of a bar for all those who have high demands on their storage furniture, 93 x 97 x 50 cm | 85335 |
6. Wine cooler OCTOPUS, a real collector's item with a glamorous attitude - and lots of arms, 26 x 46 x 45 cm | 61484 |
7. Serving trolley MESH, a rolling multi-talent anywhere in the home, also as a complement to the dining table, 68 x 60 x 38 cm | 83673 |
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JOY OF
LIVING

Living room:
Coffee table ELEKTRA, 79170 | Armchair HORIZON, 85011 | Decorative object BedA FISH, 68022 |

HOMESTORY

"FOR ME THE FUN OF FURNISHING INCLUDES ABOVE ALL COMFORTABLE
SEATING, BECAUSE I LOVE ENTERTAINING GUESTS. AND I LOVE WITTY ACCESSORIES
WITH A HUMOROUS TOUCH - THEY'RE THE PERFECT CONVERSATION STARTER
AND ENSURE A PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE."
Joy, Social Media Manager, KARE Munich
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Joy, Social Media Manager
KARE MUNICH
Born in Munich, she has made a home for herself in
the popular district of Schwabing - this is where she
lives with her four-legged friend and tells us what is
important to her when she chooses her feel-good
furniture. Her furnishing motto? "I love neutral colours
and enjoy combining them with gaudy accessories. My
favourite colour is red. It gives me energy for my work
in my home office, and is a great contrast to highquality basics in cream and black and white." Her most
important room is the living room - here Joy likes to
receive guests in the evening and it's where she posts
on the KARE Instagram and Pinterest accounts during
the day. "Order is particularly important to me here, but
inspiration also plays an important role. I always have
fresh flowers in the house and use my favourite coffee
table books for decoration."

■

Bedroom:
Coffee table JUPITER, 84005 | Mirror SUNBEAM, 79763 |
Mirror SUNBURST, 83475 |
Dining room:
Pendant lamp SPOOL, 51394 | Chair MILA, 84852 |
Table SOLO MARBLE, 85002 | Mirror CURVE, 82718 |
Decorative object BedA FISH, 68023 | Tableware series MUSTIQUE
Hall:
Armchair WATER LILY, 85205 | Table lamp SWING BALL JAZZ, 51309 |
Serving trolley CLASSY, 81428 | Picture Frame ART BedA FISH, 65538 |
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YOUR HOME
OASIS
The most attractive outdoor furniture for that
holiday feeling on your balcony

Hanging chair IBIZA, a cool hanging
chair in the boho style, which can
compete with every cuddly sofa
- indoors, too. The woven body of
polyrattan with its playful pattern of
holes also gives an impression that it's
floating, 193 x 105 x 119 cm | 83869 |
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top:
New Outdoor series HAPPY DAY FLEXIBLE, fulfills all summer dreams, because the two shelves and the mobile
side table offer plenty of space for drinks, snacks and your suntan lotion. Flexibly combinable: for example,
two recliners form a corner couch, each recliner 63 x 166 x 66 cm cm | 82726 |
Table, 49 x 32 x 35 | 82836 |
bottom:
Armchair ACAPULCO SCHWARZ, legendary design from the Fifties with a modern touch,
available in many trendy colours, 85 x 83 x 78 cm | 83986 |
Armchair ACAPULCO NATURE, so chic that it can also be used indoors,
and incredibly comfortable too! 85 x 83 x 78 cm | 84722 |
Side table ACAPULCO NATURE, 50 x 50 x 50 cm | 84968 |
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SLEEP WELL!
There's nothing better than a good night's sleep! We've got some
great ideas for restful nights and for bedrooms that also look
fabulous in daylight.
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Bed Desire, upholstered bed with luxurious quilting in soft velvet,
available in many colours and sizes, for example as shown in exquisite silver grey,
suitable for a 160 mattress, 100 x 177 x 228 cm | 80635 |
Bulb BLOW, DIAMOND, SPIRAL, many sizes and shapes available for spectacular effects
Nightstand LUXURY, small, compact dresser - reflecting all round and with
classy glass knobs as an added touch of luxury! 50 x 49 x 41 cm | 82229 |
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New Bed TIVOLI, a comfortable, modern upholstered bed with a spacious, rounded headboard,
made of structured fabric in refined dark green, cm (for 160 mattress) , 105 x 170 x 215 cm | 80010 |
New Nightstand MUSKAT, a handmade, small dresser made of solid mango wood
with engraved oriental gold decorations and two drawers, 42 x 52 x 34 cm | 84922 |
New Table lamp RICHMOND, ideal for the modern, glamorous industrial style, 64 x 22 x 38 cm | 61801 |
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New Decorative frame GOLD FLOWER, a three-dimensional work of art made of gold-coloured flowers in a plexiglass frame, 60 x 60 cm | 51626 |
Dresser MUSKAT, inspired by the Midcentury, with five drawers and elaborately carved decorations, 80 x 60 x 40 cm | 83487 |
New Standing mirror CURVE, large and oval with an elegant, brass-coated round base and frame, 170 x 40 x 40 cm | 82969 |
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Marlene Suciu
KARE BUCHAREST

New Bed TIVOLI, a modern and
comfortable upholstered bed with a
spacious, rounded headboard, made
of structured fabric in a refined dark
green, 105 x 170 x 215 cm | 80010 |
New Decorative frame GOLD
FLOWER, a three-dimensional work of
art made of gold-coloured flowers in a
plexiglass frame, 60 x 60 cm | 51626 |
New Cupboard MUSKAT, looks like
a find from an antique dealer, and
immediately conquers the hearts of all
retro lovers, 118 x 115 x 54 cm | 84921 |

"We love contrasts and striking
colour combinations - but tone on
tone in a statement colour is just as
beautiful. This is how we bring
calmness to rooms in which we
want to relax. Why not match the
colour of your wall to your favourite
piece of furniture? The effect will
look harmonious and modern!"
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THE HOME
JUNGLE
for the calming and inspiring
flair of the tropical forest

3.

1.

2.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

1. Side table CHA CHA CHA (Set of 2), the enamelled table tops shimmer in two harmonious
tones with black contrasting edges, 48 x 47 x 47 cm | 83515 |
2. Table lamp MONKEY GORILLA, a decorative lighting object with an individual,
golden gorilla figure as its base with a black lampshade, 70 x 30 x 30 cm | 51796 |
3. Table lamp TROPICAL FLOWER, stylish and cosy at the same time: indirect light sources
create a cosy atmosphere, while the golden sheen adds glamour, 60 x 50 x 22 cm | 51032 |
4. Armchair ACAPULCO, a designer armchair suitable for outdoor use, and also a comfortable and airy eyecatcher indoors, 85 x 73 x78 cm | 83991 |
5. Nightstand OSAKA, is also often used as a pair, because then its Zen flair is doubly impressive, 60 x 55 x 55 cm | 83875 |
6. New Cupboard DISK, the Chinese wedding cupboard brought into the present day: with green paint,
details in gold and traces of use, 180 x 120 x 55 cm | 85045 |
7. New Side table LAGOON, set of two square coffee tables with extraordinary tops made of solid, through-tinted glass - all handmade! 50 x 37 x 25 cm | 85163 |
8. Cushion EXOTIC ANIMALS, the jungle look meets wildlife in a classy colour combination of black and green, 50 x 50 cm | 52048 |
9. Vase BARFLY, high-quality design, beautiful as a decorative object even without flowers, 30 x 15 x 15 cm | 60574 |
10. Stool CHERRY, a stool that exudes gentle glamour and a feel-good atmosphere, also works well as a coffee table, 35 x 55 x 55 cm |
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Nightstand AUTHENTICO, pure design, beautifully grained solid wood
and two practical drawers keep the bed tidy, 50 x 50 x 50 cm | 76447 |
Bed SZENARIO, an infinitely comfortable upholstered bed in natural colours.
With a fixed back cushion, available in two sizes and in dark grey, 94 x 194 x 221 cm | 81213 |
Coatstand COSMOPOLITAN, a coatstand made of solid wood and steel in the vintage style
with lovingly crafted details, a rail for coathangers and two additional shelves,
176 x 102 x 52 cm | 79267 |

New Cupboard BAZAR, a unique gem, made with elaborate manual craftsmanship. With loving details and artistic decorations,
colourful tiles and generous storage space, 180 x 90 x 40 cm | 83985 |
Side table CACTUS, a prickly eyecatcher, which also makes a great nightstand, 52 x 32 x 32 cm | 80933 |
Bank WING ROSE, creates additional comfort in the bedroom, living room, hall or that little niche in your home, 54 x 100 x 30 cm | 83983 |
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Bed CITY SPIRIT, the highest form of sleeping comfort, as in a boutique hotel but for every day!
Available in two sizes and lots of colours, as well as a box spring version, e.g. for a 160 cm mattress), 153 x 192 x 221 cm | 78482 |
Cupboard SHANTI, with coloured decorative mouldings inspired by Indian handicrafts. Each piece is unique, 180 x 85 x 45 cm | 79764 |
Mirror SUN STORM, impresses by the refined and elegant design of the frame, also great as an arrangement of several mirrors, Ø 93cm | 82063 |

Table lamp ELEPHANT SAFARI, a detail-rich elephant wearing a brown, linen-covered lampshade for pleasant, glare-free light, 74 x 53 x 33 cm | 32775 |
Nightstand JUNGLE FEVER, printed with illustrations of your house plants, 50 x 45 x 30 cm | 83178 |
Armchair VICKY ECRU, we recommend one of them for every room! The ultimate favourite armchair in Scandinavian design,
available in many colours, 94 x 73 x 83 cm | 82685 |
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New Bed EAST SIDE, a modern upholstered bed with a structured cover in beige, delicate feet
and brass-coloured details - available in two sizes, e.g. for a 160 cm mattress, 100 x 180 x 207 cm | 84960 |
New Side table DOUBLE ICE, with thick, irregular glass tops and a contrasting, filigree frame, refined with brass, 50 x 30 x 30 cm | 81154 |
New Table lamp SOLO BRASS, in the Art Déco style with a marble base, 55 x 22 x 22 cm | 52449 |
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Mirror CURVE, simple elegance and gentle curves, available in several colours and shapes, 200 x 70 x 5 cm | 82713 |
New Standard lamp SOLO BRASS, a simple gem with a brass-coloured shine, 158 x 30 x 30 cm | 52450 |
Armchair LA VIDA, the refined structure of the velvet cover and the elegant design in the Art Déco look
are an enrichment for the living room, bedroom and the lounge area, 74 x 76 x 80 cm | 82674 |
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FLOWER
POWER

New Armchair WATER LILY ROSA, a flowery beauty: in soft pink this velvety cocktail armchair shimmers on brass-coloured
legs, 78 x 85 x 78 cm | 85193 | New Armchair WATER LILY PINK, in gaudy magenta an eyecatcher for lovers of striking
colours. Also works well as a pair! 78 x 85 x 78 cm | 85080 | Side table LUXURY TRIANGLE, a compact side table with fascinating mirror effects, for exciting highlights, 54 x 32 x 32 cm | 84157 | New Picture Touched FLOWER BOUQUET, a huge
bouquet of flowers that immediately transforms the room into a friendly, fragrant flower meadow. Also available in small,
200 x 140 cm | 60575 | New Carpet COSY GIRLY, a viscose carpet with a fine gloss in rosé, 240 x 170 cm | 52202 |
Standard lamp FLEXIBLE VELVET, an extraordinary standard lamp with five shades in pastel colours, each of which comes
in a pretty velvet dress, 163 x 40 x 35 cm | 52433 |

Sideboard MUSKAT, a handmade, compact sideboard made of solid mango wood with engraved oriental gold decorations, three drawers and
two shelves, 75 x 145 x 45 cm | 83366 | Picture Touched FLOWER BOAT, a colourful picture with a cherry blossom motif printed on canvas and
hand painted with acrylic paint, 160 x 120 cm | 65737 | Armchair PEONY, a flowery, colourful swivel armchair with many practical uses in the
living and dining area, in the bedroom or the hall, 70 x 81 x 75 cm | 84685 | Table lamp GOBLET, a spherical table lamp with a touch of retro
styling and warm light, 35 x 27 x 27 cm | 67666 |

New Picture Frame FLOWER LADY, a large-format art print with a mysterious lady and a rich flower bouquet, with a frame in black,
155 x 118 cm | 51534 | New Chair PARADISE, an upholstered chair with dainty legs and a heavenly patterned cover, also cuts a fine figure at the
dining table, 81 x 65 x 62 cm | 85058 | Cushion FLORAL ROSE, 45 x 45 cm | 51496 | Cushion FLOWER GARDEN, 45 x 45 cm | 61696 |
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top:
Bed DESIRE, in spite of its classic
form, it looks extremely modern:
the velvet upholstery in trendy
rosé gives it a casual, stylish design
twist, 100 x 177 x 228 cm | 83432 |
Picture ROSES, this bouquet
immortalised in oils inspires with
its bold presentation and large
modern format,
100 x 100 cm | 60775 |
Mirror CURVE, whether vertical or
horizontal, the classic mirror with
brass-coloured frame always looks
perfect, 120 x 80 cm | 83190 |

Kachi Opara
KARE NIGERIA

"Flower prints are a great
trend. They immediately add freshness,
good spirits and colour
to the home. We enjoy
combining them with
glamorous materials like
velvet, brass or marble. In
this way we can update
the room with a little
twist and without having
to buy new furniture!
What's more, they simply
never wilt..."
72

on right:
Side table FLORES, as wallpaper or as a print on a decorative
cushion - floral motifs have won
a firm place in the hearts of all
interioristas,
38 x 55 x 55 cm | 83966 |
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A COLOURFUL
BOUQUET
Little flowery things that
put a smile on your face

1.

4.

2.
3.

5.

7.
6.
1. Cushion EXOTIC, high-quality, hand-made decorative cushions with elaborately embroidered motifs
and all-round piping in red, 45 x 45 cm | 52046 |
2. New Vase FRIDA FLOWERS, the ceramic vase Frida in the shape of a woman's torso with pretty earrings
and floral décolleté, reminiscent of the iconic painter, 43 x 30 x 19 cm | 51541 |
3. Stool CHERRY, a midnight black beauty with a floral print, rounded off with a trendy brass shine, 42 x 35 x 35 cm | 83995 |
4. Decorative figure TOUCAN, a great splash of colour for your home - will add that jungle feeling and exoticism, 114 x 12 x 28 cm | 61632 |
5. Decorative figure FLAMINGO, a life-sized flamingo which will add a kick to any interior, no matter how reduced it is, 126 x 50 x 26 cm | 36647 |
6. Chair FLORES, a decorative favourite, to which you will lose your heart and which is sure to find its place in the home, 83 x 53 x 50 cm | 83965 |
7. Armchair BOLD, an eccentric break in style on the back of the glamorous chair: the floral print in discreet colours, 96 x 67 x 78 cm | 83136 |
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INTERVIEW

ALWAYS
UNIQUE,
NEVER
DULL

"IT MAKES US PROUD THAT OUR COSMOPOLITAN ATTITUDE
TO LIFE TRANSCENDS CULTURAL AND NATIONAL BOUNDARIES"
Peter Schönhofen & Jürgen Reiter,
Owners, founders & CEOs

What gets you out of bed every morning? For
the two founders of KARE, Peter Schönhofen
and Jürgen Reiter, it is their passion for making
life a little bit more attractive with their
furnishing ideas. They founded the company
because they were frustrated by the furniture
that was available for furnishing their student
flat share. Whether it was a chair for the
kitchen-living room or shelving for the books
they had to study, the articles on offer in the
furniture stores were either boring or expensive.
So they came up with the idea of providing their
own great designs that would put the fun into
furnishing for everyone!
In this interview they tell us how challenging
this path still is to the present day.

Peter Schönhofen: In the beginning it was definitely a struggle. In the late 1970s and 1980s the furniture industry was very
conservative, especially here in Munich. Our first design ideas
raised a lot of eyebrows: a tree as a coat rack? We're not in the
middle of a forest! A bright red folding chair with a heart-shaped
backrest - what kitsch! But it's exactly the crazy and the colourful that furnishing fans still love today in the shops we operate
in 50 countries.
Jürgen Reiter: Lots of people criticised us two natives of Trier

JÜRGEN REITER, CEO
& TOTO
I firmly believe that you don't have to live off the
peg when you're furnishing. At KARE we inspire
the imagination and create a variety of styles and
ideas. This allows our customers to express their
personality, regardless of whether they want to
take on the role of interior designer themselves or
decide to realise their furnishing dreams with the
help of our consultants.

because we questioned conventional furnishing ideas. When
we then mounted our two portraits as "The furnishing freaks"
on our elderly Golfs as advertising and put up large posters of
a man's backside, many people looked down their noses at us.

JR: It wasn't easy, because with the kind of modular system we
were selling you want to advise the customer personally. That

PS: If you want to be everybody's darling, in the end you're

takes time and we also had to study and go to lectures. When I

nobody's darling. When you're really committed to an idea

think about it today, there were no online shops, no online pro-

you can accept setbacks.

duct configurator. You simply had to be present in the shop.

We started out small, and

Our stock was piled high in our 4 square metre kitchen, and in

to this day we haven't let

the evening we made our deliveries.

“A BEAUTIFUL
HOME IS
THERAPY FOR
THE SOUL.
THIS IS WHAT
INTERESTS ME
ESPECIALLY
IN MY WORK.”
JÜRGEN
REITER

anything get in the way
of our philosophy. We de-

PS: And at the beginning we glued our advertising materials

veloped a shelving system

together by hand in our shared kitchen. That was my speciality.

for our books and study ma-

We then thought about what else we could sell in the shop to

terials - a modular system

pay our rent. Back then you couldn't buy concert tickets ever-

just right for students and

ywhere so we sold them in our shop - that's how we generated

people furnishing their first

more footfall. Next we filled our shelves with lots of witty acces-

flat. At the time this kind of

sories, so people were able to find original gifts.

things wasn't available in
real-wood quality. And peo-

JR: In spite of this many people still made fun of us. But then

ple were able to paint their

came the time when we first turned over 1,000 marks in a

shelving the way they wan-

single day. That's when we felt that we had made it. Peter and I

ted. We sold the shelving in

went to the Chinese Tower, bought beer and pretzels and were

our first shop in Karlstrasse

absolutely delighted.

on 40 square metres.
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our new collections. We set them up in our KARE Kraftwerk
store in Sendling and invite our KARE friends to a preview.
And when our customers then react positively to them, it
makes us happy and drives us on.
PS: Yes, it shows that our customer community doesn't want
to live off the peg but in their own distinctive way. With the
help of our consultants everyone can have an interior tailored exactly to their taste. It gives me real satisfaction to hear
customers say that their apartment has been transformed and
that the make-over feels great.
JR:: A small change is often all it takes. For years Peter has been
involved in the development of our augmented reality app and
in professional 3-D planning. With digital tools everything is
easier nowadays, and our customers can test virtually what a
new sofa or sideboard will look like in their home.
PS: UBut of course many of them also enjoy coming to our
shops. The rule here is that touching is allowed. Seriously,
buying furniture is an experience for all the senses. That's why
our Insta-stories show productions for spectacular living rooms
and equally practical tricks on how to turn a mini hallway into

PETER SCHÖNHOFEN, CEO

a stylish entrance.

At KARE we are one big family and
my business partner and I are grateful that we
still have direct contact with customers. It gives
me real satisfaction to hear customers say that
their apartment has been transformed and
that the make-over feels great.

JR: That's also what constitutes the charm of the Kraftwerk
store and KARE. You can take time to stroll around, feel the
fabrics, test the beds and enjoy a tasty snack in the Kraftwerk
restaurant. We believe that such a sensuous, laid-back living
experience is just right for people with a style of their own and
a cosmopolitan attitude to life.
PS: I think our brand, the colourfulness and diversity to be

PS: The start-up phase and the long journey to our interna-

found at Kraftwerk, in our collections online and offline and

tional KARE network of franchisees is easier if there are two

in the cultural richness of our company represent even more

of you, or if you work in a team. Our everyday lives have never

than just putting the fun into furnishing. All this also reflects

been filled with peace and harmony all the time, and of cour-

an open and tolerant attitude to life, which is more important

se we're completely different personalities. But we occupy the

than ever in today's world.

cockpit of KARE together and want to make our customers'

■

homes a happy place. Sure,

“MY FAMILY IS
THE DRIVING
FORCE BEHIND
MY EXISTENCE.
FAMILY IS LOVE
AND HOME,
AND THIS IS
WHERE I DRAW
MY STRENGTH
FROM.”
PETER
SCHÖNHOFEN
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we also have heated arguments sometimes, but
that adds a little spice to
what we do. We pick each
other up when things get
tough, and we challenge
each other with our spontaneity and speed in the
same way that we challenge our teams always to
look for the best solution
for our customers. You can'
t succeed without a great
and committed workforce.
That's where the human
factor counts for us.
JR: I still get stage fright
every

time

we

present
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Learn more
about our two
founders and the
colourful world of
KARE.
Click here to
watch the film!

FURNISHING
IN NEW
QUALITY
With us design, production and purchasing
still are a matter for the boss. CEO Jürgen
Reiter personally visits every single production
company and workshop to check on quality,
sustainable procurement and processing.

The Rustico collection made of recycled wood
brings stories of forests flooded with light into
the home

For many years he and his team have built up personal relations-

Here's to a long friendship

hips with our manufacturers and several times a year they make

We love trends and boundless inspiration! That's why we have

an on-site inspection of their working conditions. In addition every

furniture, lighting and accessories for every taste and every style.

manufacturer has to provide him with current, state-approved

After all, furnishing should be fun. And in our eyes furniture is not

certificates which confirm the legal and ecologically compatible

something to dispose of lightly. KARE joint CEO Peter Schönhofen:

procurement and origin of the wood and other natural materials

"It's part of our home, perhaps even part of the family, and it repre-

which are used. KARE wood products come exclusively from legal

sents a value which we want to preserve." Carpenters often work

forestry - a process that creates trust and makes a valuable contri-

for many days on a sideboard made of recycled or new solid wood.

bution to the future of all of us.

Furniture not only contains a natural product worthy of protection
such as wood, but also the know-how gathered by centuries-old
traditions of craftsmanship. This is why we offer you furniture that
will accompany you for a long time as a loyal friend, because in this
way, too, we all make a contribution to sustainability.

A feel-good furnishing experience
Valuable and natural materials such as real wood, marble, cotton,
wool and linen are becoming an ever increasing part of our collections. This is because their colours, their feel and their stories
convey a wonderful feeling of well-being, they don't pollute our
environment and are recycled to return to the material cycle. In
this way we also take responsibility for the careful use of resources.

Sustainable furnishing: the solid acacia Harmony
dining table with its naturally grown tree edge a witness to a long tree life

Quality on the test bench
KARE stands for creativity full of passion. And yet it's
bureaucracy that ensures the responsible treatment of nature
and its fascinating materials. Our Quality Management team
check every product in line with the strict EU regulations. In this
way our team ensures that our wood procurement contributes
to the preservation of nature. Paints, varnishes and coatings,
for example, are also strictly regulated.

With its rods made of recycled wood the Bastidon
mirror pays tribute to every piece of wood,
no matter how small,and gives it a new life
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ACCESSORIES // MIRROR

FABULOUS
REFLECTIONS

Mirror CURVE, a large, round wall mirror in a reduced silhouette featuring
a brass-coloured steel frame. Other sizes available, Ø 100 cm | 82718 |
New Armchair GOLDFINGER, this upholstered armchair in emerald green enchants
with its slinky curves and slim, golden legs, 85 x 89 x 80 cm | 85161 |
New Pendant lamp EAGLE, far beyond boredom! A conversation starter at the dinner party
in the dining room - sure to set the right tone, 30 x 61 x 20 cm | 52294 |
New Pendant lamp OWL, an absolute highlight for the whole flat a gold-coloured pendant lamp with owl, 28 x 57 x 15 cm | 52292 |
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3.
2.

4.

6.

5.

7.

8.

9.

1. Mirror JETSET, the kidney shape gained popularity in the Fifties - it's distinctive, lively and emotional, 83 x 56 cm | 83204 |
2. Mirror SUNFLOWER, in the shape of a sun with a facetted cut, Ø 120 cm | 79184 |
3. Mirror SHAPES, large mirror object consisting of four connected, framed mirrors, 130 x 105 cm | 83009 |
4. Mirror HOLOGRAM , such a statement mirror is at home wherever they don't do things by halves, 119 x 76 cm | 83206 |
5. Mirror HIPSTER BAMBOO, a large, rectangular wall mirror in the New Asia style,
which appears restrained and classy thanks to its filigree frame in the brass look, 180 x 80 cm | 83808 |
6. Mirror HIPSTER BEAM, in a glamorous retro design with marble and brass details an exclusive centrepiece for every room, Ø 102 cm | 83805 |
7. Mirror HIPSTER, a wide stainless steel strip with brass alloy creates shine and depth.
So who is the fairest in the land? The mirror itself, of course! 115 x 51 x 5 cm | 83806 |
8. Mirror HOLOGRAM , also great: a whole wall full of hologram mirrors! 117 x 68 x 9 cm | 83207 |
9. New Screen CURVE, with its brass finish and stylish oval shape
a brilliant upgrade for any room, 166 x 106 x 31 cm | 84248 |
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New Console table LASER, a prestigious, shiny silver console table made
of polished stainless steel with an exquisite frame and a smoked glass top, 78 x 120 x 40 cm | 85022 |
New Mirror BOUNCE, a classic with a mirrored frame - it captures the room
and enlarges it visually, 207 x 99 x 5 cm | 84728 |
Mirror ZICK ZACK, composed of individual graphic mirror elements
with a facetted cut - a shining example of luxurious elegance, 120 x 80 cm | 84751 |
Table lamp PALAZZO, the porcelain base features an antique gold-coloured motif, 72 x 41 x 41 cm | 52210 |
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1.
3.

2.

6.

4.

5.

7.
1. Mirror OMBRA SOFT BLACK, with its black lacquered steel frame it looks timeless and elegant,
and fits wonderfully into every style of furnishing, 120 x 60 cm | 82856 |
2. Mirror HACIENDA, a round wall mirror with a silver-coloured frame decoratively enclosed
by a black strap with leather-look buckles, 97 x 61 cm | 81797 |
3. New Mirror DIMENSION SQUARE, with an extra-large, graphic frame made of thin metal struts.
Looks different and equally interesting from every angle! 91 x 91 cm | 85116 |
4. New Mirror FIORE, a large wardrobe mirror in portrait format with decorative flowers,
tendrils and a butterfly in silver, 160 x 80 cm | 81454 |
5. Mirror SPROCKET, the perfect centrepiece for a large picture wall or mirror collection also looks great as a stand-alone piece, Ø 92 x 5 cm | 79985 |
6. Mirror GÖTEBORG, an organically rectangular wall mirror with a narrow black steel frame - simple but very effective! 71 x 72 cm | 80909 |
7. Mirror LINEA, with a cleverly designed frame consisting of several mirror elements, this mirror is not only a beautiful eyecatcher,
but also brings depth and lightness into the room, 200 x 100 cm | 81555 |
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HOME OFFICE

LIFE-WORK-LIFE
BALANCE
Do you work from home? Or do you live in the middle of your
work? We've got ideas for furnishing your home office in style,
whether your workstation is integrated into the living room or
you have your own study. After all, work should also be enjoyable!
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Desk LUXURY CHAMPAGNE, reflecting writing desk with three drawers and high-quality facetted cut the soft champagne-coloured tint of the mirror glass provides a warm radiance, 78 x 140 x 61 cm | 84158 |
Chair SOLO, graphic shapes, soft curves and a golden shine - this chair has lots of qualities, 84 x 57 x 61 cm | 84183 |
Mirror BUBBLES, a work of art or a mirror? That depends on the beholder - in any case an eyecatcher with a brass frame, 93 x 138 x 2 cm | 84132 |
Standard lamp PEAR, an artistically illuminated object with a large and light-looking glass balloon as its shade, 158 x 50 x 50 cm | 51322 |
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Desk CLEAR CLUB, a transparent glass table for airy lightness, never gets in the way and offers a workplace with retro flair, 78 x 125 x 60 cm |
76719 | Standard lamp FIVE FINGERS, in black lacquered steel with five individually adjustable light sources, other colours available,
201 x 86 x 35 cm | 51365 | Chair GRID, an icon of furniture design: the classic shell chair made of steel mesh - all in black, 86 x 48 x 54 cm | 83113 |
Picture Frame Mirror SKULL, impresses with its elaborate and glamorous design of black surfaces and silver with a reflecting motif,
100 x 100 cm | 36793 |

Swivel chair DOTTORE, in black with castors and height adjustment for the office at home, other colours available, 78 x 44 x 50 cm | 82891 |
Desk SNAKE, a large designer desk with real walnut veneer in brown and a large work surface with plenty of space for a laptop, charging station
and XL monitor, 76 x 150 x 70 cm | 82993 | New Table lamp TWO FINGERS, with its swivelling lampshades, marble base and frosted glass it
enhances every modern interior, 55 x 72 x 20 cm | 52495 |
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New Desk MILANO, stands for exquisite Italian elegance. Perfect proportions, the use of premium materials and handcrafted production promise a
workstation of the luxury class, 80 x 140 x 58 cm | 85019 | New Armchair BOULEVARD, the rounded, continuous arm and backrest and the pleasant
upholstery make this chair exceptionally comfortable, 79 x 57 x 57 cm | 84638 | New Table lamp SALOTTO, a refined table lamp with adjustable
shade and details in matt brass, 55 x 52 x 25 cm | 52464 | Picture Glas FLOWER ART LADY, love at first sight - a beautiful art photograph with a
proliferation of flowers and a charming flower goddess, 80 x 80 cm | 51438 |

Swivel office chair LABORA, a tall desk chair for comfortable days or long nights at the workstation, 128 x 58 x 56 cm | 84742 |
Desk MOONSCAPE, with mottled-grey mirror glass panelling in an antique look, two drawers and a shiny silver steel frame, 76 x 120 x 60 cm |
81571 | New Table lamp CHARLESTON, with its marble base and linen shade this is a table lamp straight out of the grand hotel,
78 x 44 x 23 cm | 51308 |
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Stéphane Rey
KARE CLERMONT-FERRAND

"Work in the home office
is becoming increasingly
important. It's important
to us that the feeling of
well-being is not
neglected - after all, we
spend much more time at
home as a result! We'll be
happy to show you how
you can visually integrate
a desk into your rooms
in an appealing way,
whether it's a studio flat
or an individual study."

top:
New Desk RAVELLO, an all-rounder with drawers to keep things
tidy at work. More about the
Ravello series in the designer
interview,
84 x 118 x 70 cm | 85459 |
New Swivel chair COLMAR,
you'll want to spend more time in
this nice alternative to the classic
office chair,
80 x 71 x 65 cm | 80044 |
Shelf unit SNAIL, without corners
and edges - here the designers
have once again browsed through
Mother Nature's design archive,
84 x 83 x 13 cm | 70755 |
New Display cabinet RAVELLO,
a perfectly shaped piece from
the design cooperation with
Morten Georgsen,
170 x 55 x 40 cm | 85414 |

on right:
Desk OSAKA, the perfect desk if
you don't want your home to look
like work, 81 x 138 x 60 cm | 83881 |
Swivel chair LABORA, ergonomic,
height adjustable, rotating and
above all: simply beautiful!
105 x 57 x 61 cm | 79946 |
Table lamp TUKAN, an exhilarating highlight on the desk... or
anywhere else for that matter,
50 x 28 x 28 cm | 51152 |
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@HOME
OFFICE

1.

Whether it's a work corner or an open-plan
office at home, we think your workstation
deserves a style update

3.

5.

4.
2.

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE

9.

6.

8.
7.

10.

1. Deco plant PARADISE FLOWERS, needs neither water nor light nor tender loving care - and has almost
the same invigorating effect as its living model, the large flower of paradise, 190 x 50 x 40 cm | 51684 |
2. New Table lamp FACE WIRE, gives your interior a completely new look! 66 x 15 x 40 cm | 52451 |
3. Clock LEONARDO, a minimalist, balanced design in black and gold with a touch of retro, Ø 49 x 5 cm | 52053 |
4. Picture frame ZEBRA, even in the home office our loved ones always have their place in the photo frame, 23 x 17 cm | 61278 |
5. New Table lamp RICHMOND, whether on the desk, nightstand or side table, Richmond simply looks great anywhere, 64 x 22 x 38 cm | 61801 |
6. New Desk APIANO, for the small home office corner - in spite of its compact dimensions it has plenty of style, 76 x 90 x 40 cm | 84539 |
7. Swivel chair PATRON, the sweeping armrests are made of fine walnut and complement the imitation
leather upholstery and the silver metal frame, 101 x 67 x 56 cm | 79696 |
8. Swivel office chair CIGAR LOUNGE, here you are seated at the top of the career ladder! Office quality:
in the digital age the home office that appeals to all the senses is more important than ever, 116 x 69 x 71 cm | 75984 |
9. Desk HARMONY, do you want to work seated or standing?A premium, electrically height-adjustable desk
for the new kind of ergonomic working at home, 70-120 x 160 x 80 cm | 84952 |
10. Swivel office chair CHECK OUT, an exquisitely beautiful executive armchair: a swivel chair with a fine veneer wood bowl
and comfortable upholstery in a black leather look, 118 x 75 x 75 cm | 83959 |
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ACCESSORIES // ART GALLERY

ART
ATTACK

New Picture INCOGNITO LADY, a work for the gallery at home
with fine materials: acrylic paint on canvas, solid wooden frame
in the antique style, 100 x 80 cm | 51467 |
New Picture INCOGNITO BARONESS, an expressive wall decoration:
a hand-painted picture in portrait format of a noble lady with artistic
touches in gold, 100 x 80 cm | 51466 |
Sideboard ILLUMINO, the superstar among our sideboards captivates every room with the magic of a sunrise,
80 x 160 x 40 cm | 84704 |
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1. Picture Glass METALLIC DOLLAR, with an artistically distorted dollar note - everyone will give it a second glance, 80 x 200 cm | 51874 |
2. Acrylic painting ABSTRACT LANDSCAPE, handmade with acrylic colours and golden details, every piece is unique, 120 x 120 cm | 60777 |
3. New Oil painting INCOGNITO PHILOSOPHY, Pop Art meets tradition in this hand-painted portrait
with modern highlights in the frame, 100 x 80 cm | 51468 |
4.Acrylic painting Frame ART SYMBOL, a large, hand-painted picture in a black, narrow frame with an abstract motif, 150 x 130 cm | 51474 |
5. Wall decoration FLAMINGO ROAD, takes up little space, yet has a huge effect! 72 x 27 x 25 cm | 63949 |
6. Picture Touched SHOW MONKEY, printed on canvas and with hand-painted details in acrylic paint making every picture unique, 120 x 90 cm | 51860 |
7. New Wall decoration PEACOCK, a wall object with attention-getting qualities and the original focal point of a picture wall, 68 x 16 x 22 cm | 51793 |
8. Vase ART FACE, the abstract style of the vases represents a homage to modern art, from 31 cm | 51685, 51686 |
9. Money box MONKEY MIZARU, even those who aren't so thrifty can decorate this ornamental accessory to suit their mood, 35 x 34 x 25 cm | 60792 |
10. Decorative figure GANSTER DOG, an extraordinary decorative object based on an idea
by the world famous artist couple Gillie and Marc, 33 x 26 x 17 cm | 38088 |
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STORAGE

EVERYTHING
NEAT & TIDY
We show you that storage furniture can also look good. Let all
the unsightly things disappear behind closed doors and present
your treasures in open shelves - and you'll immediately have
order and style in your home!
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New Sideboard TERRAZZO, a masterpiece with show talent: a large sideboard with a steel body
and fronts manufactured in genuine terrazzo technique, 77 x 183 x 41 cm | 85152 |
New Decorative figure CRANE, a life-sized figure of a crane in shiny gold, 102 x 41 x 29 cm | 51947 |
Pendant lamp PEAR, this pendant lamp celebrates the light bulb with excellent design, warm light and a touch of luxury, 160 x 50 x 50 cm | 51321 |
New Vase BODY PARTS 37, plays with naked facts and does so in the surrealist style. For bold decoration fans
who want to set an exclamation mark of their style at home, 37 x 25 x 24 cm | 52354 |
New BODY PARTS 25, 25 x 21 x 20 cm | 52355 |
Carpet GLORIOUS, sewn in a modern pixel-look from lots of small pieces of hide - a beautiful visual centre for the living room, 170 x 240 cm | 52013 |
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STORAGE // DRESSERS, SIDEBOARDS & THE LIKE

EVERYTHING
BUT ORDINARY
Selected treasures for those who appreciate beauty and love
unique furniture that tells a story

New Sideboard ELECTRO, a handmade sideboard in a luxurious zebra-look with a frame and round handles
finished with brass - each one is unique, 80 x 160 x 40 cm | 84705 | New Decorative frame ILLUMINO, a
fascinating, abstract object for the wall that has what it takes to become a centrepiece - stunning on a dark
wall! 120 x 120 x 4 cm | 52537 | Jar ZEBRA, colourful decorative jars for the ultimate happy chic - decoration
that makes you feel good! | 61283-5 |

Shelf unit BOULEVARD
Wow! This shelf unit in the Hollywood Regency style is a real showpiece. This distinctive, elegant style
of furnishing, which provided glamour for the stars of the Fifties, is making a stylish comeback here.
With its brass finish and graphic side panels the shelf unit radiates a fine, modern aesthetic. Other
models from the Boulevard series are available.
Shelf unit BOULEVARD, the deluxe look of the shelf unit makes a good mix with velvety upholstered furniture and
exotic indoor plants, 200 x 100 x 35 cm | 83909 | Armchair SILHOUETTE, makes a cuddly statement with its trendy
fluffy teddy cover in white, 71 x 79 x 60 cm | 84322 |
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STORAGE // DRESSERS, SIDEBOARDS & THE LIKE

SIDEBOARD AFRA
Classy and special - this sideboard aims higher. That's why it stands out with the interesting
cube pattern on the doors, brass-coloured trims and original handles. As a result it achieves
eyecatching status, either by enhancing the office, transforming itself into an unconventional
dresser in the bedroom or becoming the focal point in the living room. Offers generous storage
space in three drawers and behind the double door in the large compartment with a shelf.

New Sideboard AFRA, this is where retro
chic meets the excellent craftsmanship of
mosaics made of natural materials - each
piece is unique. The handmade inlays on
the doors create a magical three-dimensional effect, 75 x 170 x 40 cm | 84892 |
Decorative frame GOLD FLOWER,
80 x 80 cm | 51441 |

Cupboard MARRAKESH
A cupboard on tall legs - that's an exception in itself. Marrakesh also shows itself to be exceptional
in its details such as the really stunning fronts on the two large doors with their decorative play of
geometrical shapes and fine patterns. Marrakesh allows us to dream of fairy-tale rooms like those of
the Thousand and One Nights - or simply of a new centrepiece for the living room wall.

New Bar cabinet MARRAKESH, a spectacular tall cabinet with an artistic, richly ornamented front - craftsmanship
at the highest level, like a furniture object from an oriental souk and with vintage charm, 140 x 100 x 42 cm | 83887 |
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STORAGE // DRESSERS, SIDEBOARDS & THE LIKE

CONSOLE TABLE RUSTICO
The designs of the Rustico furniture series are handmade, unique pieces
that stand out thanks to the exciting contrast between their recycled, solid
wood and shiny stainless steel. These special pieces fit into a minimalist
penthouse flat just as harmoniously as into the modern country house.
With a lively wooden structure that tempts you to touch it, this timelessly
beautiful furniture creates a unique look everywhere!

Console table RUSTICO, sensuous wood structure meets shiny chrome, carefully crafted by hand, 80 x 180 x 46 cm
| 84372 | Armchair VICKY, modern, comfortable upholstered armchair in a retro design - the new edition of the
classic wingback armchair. Here in soft pink with a velvety finish, 94 x 73 x 83 cm | 82610 | Decorative figure ANIMAL JOURNEY, where are these wild animals heading? Straight onto your sideboard! 36 x 71 x 16 cm | 66041 | Mirror
XXL COSMO, a huge mirror, which accentuates every sideboard arrangement, Ø 110 cm | 83374 | Standard lamp
GOBLET, restrained and refined in the retro look, 160 x 25 x 25 cm | 51079 | Table lamp GOBLET, a great eyecatcher
in chrome on three legs, 35 x 27 x 27 cm | 51078 | Carpet COSMO, we have never seen the classic cowhide carpet
look so elegant - and with silver highlights, 240 x 170 cm | 32973 |
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SERIES OSAKA
Dark ash wood, brass coloured stainless steel and the
graphic form - that's pure harmony. However, the Osaka
sideboard also allows itself a little flamboyance - in
the shape of the fittings, for example. The name of the
furniture series already hints at it: Osaka is influenced by
Japanese aesthetics. More items available in the series.

on left:
Shelf unit OSAKA, an attention-getter in the classy bar style, with a
drawer and lovingly crafted fittings, 210 x 83 x 45 cm | 83877 |
below:
Sideboard OSAKA, dark ash wood, brass coloured stainless steel
and the graphic form - that' s pure harmony. However, the Osaka
sideboard also allows itself a little flamboyance - in the shape of the
fittings, for example, 80 x 180 x 40 cm | 83874 |
Carpet CIRCLE, in a natural look, as a cosy addition to all furnishing
styles, 240 x 170 cm | 31123 |

Diana Chivu
KARE MARBELLA

“The Osaka series is a
great focal point for all
those who like things
subtle but special.
The handles are formed
in the Asian style,
so unusual and yet
restrained! Each piece in
the collection radiates a
natural elegance, like an
oasis of serenity.“
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DESIGNER KOOPERATION
KARE X MORTEN GEORGSEN
D E S I G N E R CO O PE R AT I O N

KARE X
MORTEN
GEORGSEN

For Morten, pure function is not enough in
his furniture designs. Born in Denmark, he
is a designer and artist who loves to explore
the world. When he creates collections - with
components ranging from the sideboard
to the desk - his work is in the tradition of
Scandinavian design. But it's also important to
Morten for a home to have a soul.
As a new member of the KARE family he
develops furniture that combines function with
individual character and selected materials.
A collaboration that stands for the joy of living,
as he tells us in this interview.
MORTEN GEORGSEN,
Danish design icon
Our credo is NO NONSENSE design for us this means designing furniture without
frills that makes people happy.
With the RAVELLO series we bring modern
classics to the world of furniture that enhance
every style of furnishing.

Morten, a key experience that has shaped your work as a
designer was of all things a TV series. That's a bit unusual for
a furniture designer, isn't it?
A few years ago I found myself watching an episode of Mad
Men and was fascinated from the very first second. The creative
world of Madison Avenue in 1960s New York was a striking visual

current house has a lot of soul. I like having city life right on

experience. But I was particularly affected by the transformation

my doorstep.

of society into a more open place with fewer prejudices. At the
time I also found the upheaval in the highly conformist, bourgeois
furniture design exciting, triggered mainly by works from Italy

Do you live with your own furniture in your home?

and Denmark. In the end, it was a key sentence by the Mad Men
protagonist Don Draper that impressed me most: "Keep it

Yes, my own designs are collected there. Some of them are

simple - but significant". That's my way of thinking.

prototypes and some are designs currently in production. I like
to mix them with classics such as Verner Panton lamps.

Does this principle also apply to your own home? When we
think of a designer's home, we tend to have an image in our

You

heads of minimalist rooms and furniture.

Design". In your work you play with aesthetics and function.

have

called

your

design

studio

"No-nonsense

KARE stands for exuberant designs and an unlimited variety
I used to have a very mini-

of styles. What do you enjoy about working with KARE?

malist house that I designed

“MY MOTTO
IS ABOVE ALL:
LIVE! AND
ENJOY IT!”
MORTEN
GEORGSEN

this

That everything is possible! We don't set ourselves any limits

principle. It was in the moun-

when it comes to new furnishing ideas, we think freely and

tains outside of Valencia in

without convention - as long as we are able to have our

Spain - the kind of typical

designs produced at reasonable prices. KARE's shops and

designer house that you see

urnishing worlds are bursting with inspiration. The KARE world

in lifestyle magazines and

is not grey in grey, but a colourful rainbow. I think it's great

on TV. But then a few years

that KARE offers ideas for freshening up your home in just a

ago I was drawn back to the

few steps. For example, by adding a new coffee table to the

city and now I live right in

seating group, or turning the hallway into a charming

the centre of Valencia. My

reception area by adding a decorative gorilla. But KARE can

exactly

according

to
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THE IDEA BEHIND RAVELLO

“DON'T WORRY
ABOUT WHAT
OTHERS THINK.
THIS ALSO APPLIES TO YOUR
FURNISHING
STYLE”
MORTEN
GEORGSEN

also

do

the

big

picture,

working with its own professionals

and

mensional

planning

three-disket-

ches for the interior design
of private homes as well as
cool lifestyle hotels. Our shared motto is "the joy of living".
Is there a recipe for the

"Ravello is our first complete design line for KARE.
When we decided that the collection should be
made of sheesham wood, we chose subtle and
slim styling in which wood plays the leading
role. Often a vividly coloured and grained wood
like sheesham is subdued by design which is
excessively obsessed with detail. In my opinion
this is a misunderstanding of design.

"happy space", a delighted
furnishing feeling?
So

many

different

We wanted the customer to be able to enjoy
things

make us happy. For some, it is

this exquisite type of wood in itself in a beautiful
design framework. And our aim was to ensure that

long, deeply relaxed evenings

the design idea could be translated into all the

watching a favourite series in

necessary functions, from the dining table to the

a comfortable reclining armchair. Others love their functional
dining table for eating and working. Others like to lounge on
the sofa among lots of colourful cushions. Simply make a collage of your interior dreams, then ask your heart who you are

display cabinet, and then continued for all rooms.
Thanks to the simplicity of its design, Ravello fits
in with every style, whether as a stand-alone piece

and who you want to be. What do I need in terms of function

or as a furnishing concept for several rooms. These

and what appeals to my aesthetic sense? These are the import-

pieces of furniture are great basics for a home full

ant questions. It doesn't mean that you shouldn't ask for advice

of personality."

and be inspired by the ideas of others, quite the contrary. But
remember that it' s you - and not the others, not the designers
- who should be satisfied with the results.

How do you add all this personal touch to your home?
SEven back then in my minimalist house I furnished it to my
taste with favourite pieces, and created my own distinctive
look. At least that's what friends who visited me say. It's something intuitive, I couldn't write down any general rules now.
Maybe it's because of the art I collect or the lamps. And - in
terms of the joy of living - it's also a matter of the relaxed atmosphere with easy access to wine and tasty snacks. There's
simply a lot of life in it.

Is there a no-go area in furnishing from a furniture
designer's perspective?
I don't have the typical egocentric designer approach of creating something formally new, but take a pragmatic view of
design. Design is made for people, so that they can enjoy it and
feel comfortable. What you should really forget is decorating
your home for other people. Do it for yourself!

■

Articles shown on the previous page:
New Sideboard RAVELLO, large sideboard with fronts and
body made of solid sheesham wood in the best Scandinavian
design tradition - a modern classic with lots of storage space,
68 x 200 x 45 cm | 85136 |
New Decorative frame ILLUMINO, 120 x 120 cm | 52537 |
New Swivel chair BRISTOL, 79 x 83 x 76 cm | 80028 |
New Coffee table ICE DOUBLE, 46 x 63 x 46 cm | 81170 |
New Standard lamp DISC TRE, 160 x 22 x 22 cm | 52503 |
New Carpet RUNWAY, 170 x 240 cm | 52410 |
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ABOUT SHEESHAM WOOD
■ Sheesham wood is robust, tough and dense.
The strength of the wood makes it the right
choice for high quality wooden furniture.
■ The colours of sheesham wood range from
golden brown via dark brown to chestnut
brown; with dark stripes in the grain.
■ Once it has been oiled, polished or lacquered
Sheesham shows a lively and shimmering
surface. Its grain makes every piece of
furniture unique.
■ Sheesham wood is mainly found in India, as
well as in Pakistan and Nepal. Sheesham trees
have a lifespan of 22 years and during this
time reach a height of 30 metres.
Ravello's wood is of course from legal forestry.

top:
New Bar cabinet RAVELLO, 24 compartments for bottles on top, rails for hanging
long-stemmed glasses in the lower section of the home bar and plenty of storage
space for cocktail utensils, 140 x 100 x 45 cm | 85139 |
Armchair PEONY, a lounge armchair in a trendy flower print with a soft
synthetic-fibre cover. A beautiful complement to fine wood, 70 x 81 x 75 cm | 84685 |
New Carpet SOLEIL, luxury class: the upper viscose material shimmers as exquisitely
as silk and feels infinitely soft, 240 x 170 cm | 52201 |

on left:
New Table RAVELLO, with an elegant bevelled edge: the real wood table top is
sloped inwards at the edges - other sizes available,
76 x 180 x 90 cm | 85140 |
New Chair MILA Green, this upholstered chair on sturdy, black legs made of
powder-coated steel offers a great deal of seating comfort, 88 x 51 x 65 cm | 84713 |
New Chair MILA Yellow, the upholstered chair is also available in a stylish and
versatile version with armrests, 88 x 51 x 65 cm | 84853 |
Pendant lamp STONE, an installation of light, metal and stone,
which looks filigree in spite of its size, 60 x 100 x 27 cm | 60163 |
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STORAGE // DRESSERS, SIDEBOARDS & THE LIKE

PLACES
OF BEAUTY
This is where the bed head takes on a glamorous
look, it's the place for elaborate party make-up,
or simply your evening care routine

New Console table with mirror CURVE, an elegant reflecting console
table made of metal, which with its matt gold tone and fine Art Déco
design has a very understated, stylish look, 153 x 70 x 32 cm | 84839 |
New Standing mirror CURVE, large and oval with an elegant,
brass-coated round base and frame, 170 x 40 x 40 cm | 82969 |
Standard lamp TRIPOD PEAR, a sculptural standard lamp with
a glass shade on three shimmering gold legs, 160 x 50 x 50 cm | 51318 |
New Armchair PARADISE, a patterned cocktail armchair with a delicate gold-coloured frame
and legs, as well as comfortably upholstered, continuous arm and backrests, 73 x 76 x 68 cm | 85057 |
New Carpet COSTA, shimmers gently in golden yellow, with a graphic, woven pattern, 170 x 240 cm | 52273 |
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Dresser LUXURY, with three generous drawers
and glass handles, 47 x 91 x 41 cm | 82231 |
New Mirror LUXURY FRAME, for an optimal view
from all angles, 60 x 75 cm | 84996 |
Stool CHERRY, a velvet pouffe,
35 x 55 x 55 cm | 82697 |
New Decorative figure CRANE,
a gold-coloured statue, 102 x 41 x 29 cm | 51947 |

New Mirror CURVE, 80 x 50 x 16 cm | 82957 |
Mirror MAKE UP, with lighting, 56 x 47 x 27 cm | 85112 |
New Decorative jar PINEAPPLE VISIBLE, 31 x 16 x 16 cm | 51969 |

Console table LUXURY, 93 x 100 x 40 cm | 82233 |
Mirror CURVE, Ø 60 x 5 cm | 83191 |
Stool CHERRY, 35 x 55 x 55 cm | 83125 |

New Console table FLOWER MEADOW, 85 x 100 x 25 cm | 85066 |
Stool CHERRY TEDDY, 42 x 35 x 35 cm | 84833 |
Table mirror CHIC, 34 x 18 x 18 cm | 84714 |
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Console table GLENN, the shape is a flat oval with a surface of light, genuine marble and a body featuring dark grey fronts, 80 x 100 x 32 cm | 84888 |
Chair THELMA, luxurious seating comfort with a crumpled look, can be both casual and elegant, 82 x 65 x 60 cm | 82243 | New Picture BEAUTY LADY, in the Art
Déco style: a large glass picture in portrait format with the beguiling image of a beauty, 150 x 120 cm | 81871 | New Standard lamp TRAPEZ, a designer lamp with
eight white spherical shades providing indirect light. The golden decorative globes add a touch of glamour, 160 x 30 x 30 cm | 52470 |
New Table lamp TRAPEZ, a table lamp like a cosmic lighting object with a stable, black steel base, 52 x 28 x 28 cm | 52471 |

Decorative jar PARROT, a great hiding place for storage purposes: the lid can be removed, 41 x 26 x 26 cm | 51066 | Jewellery box BIG DIAMOND, storage with a glamour feature: a mirrored box with a lid in the diamond look and black lacquered interior, 13 x 18 x 12 cm | 61870 | New Console table DIMENSION, thanks to its visual
effects the console table changes its appearance from every perspective - totally instagramable! 81 x 81 x 36 cm | 84754 | Decorative jar PANTHER, a typical quick
upgrade for the apartment: classic design always looks good, 25 x 15 x 15 cm | 51051 | Chair EAST SIDE, in a restrained and stylish way it creates that stylish furnishing
feeling in the Upper East Side style, 83 x 48 x 57 cm | 84333 | Mirror SPROCKET, the perfect centrepiece for a large picture wall or mirror collection, but also makes an
impact as a stand-alone piece, Ø 92 x 5 cm | 79985 |
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ALWAYS
RECEIVED
WITH
PLEASURE:
THE KARE
GIFTCARD

This individually chargeable
card contains all the fun of
furnishing. Whether as a small
gift or as a massive boost to
someone furnishing their
first home, this gift card will
enhance every interior.

GIFTCARD
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TI AMO,
MILANO

This high-end furniture collection stands for exquisite
Italian elegance. Perfect proportions, the use of selected
materials and handcrafted production create pieces of
furniture in the luxury class.

New Dresser MILANO, an elegant dresser with four drawers, manufactured in the
tradition of the finest Italian furniture design. This designer furniture also has an inner beauty:
the drawers are luxuriously finished and offer generous storage space, 100 x 80 x 54 cm | 85017 |
Standard lamp TRIPOD PEAR, a sculptural standard lamp with a glass shade
on three shimmering golden legs, 160 x 50 x 50 cm | 51318 |
New Decorative object KING SKULL, from the cabinet of curiosities: a skull sculpture in antique
design with an elaborate golden headdress, 42 x 34 x 20 cm | 51926 |
Table lamp PEAR FRAME, a glamorous table lamp with a glass body and gold shimmer,
78 x 30 x 30 cm | 51323 |

Well-balanced:
the proportions of these fine dressers and the elegant,
delicate frame

Full of character:
the combination of dark, black and brown oak veneer
with the cream-coloured covers in a fine ray skin look

Added value:
all drawers with a soft-close function

Handcrafted:
an elegant furniture series, manufactured in
the tradition of the finest Italian furniture design
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top:
New Sideboard MILANO, an elegant
sideboard, manufactured in the tradition
of the finest Italian furniture design. Behind each of the two double doors there
is generous storage space and one fixed
shelf, 85 x 180 x 55 cm | 85018 |
Table lamp PEAR FRAME, a glamorous
table lamp with a glass body and gold
shimmer, 78 x 30 x 30 cm | 51323 |
New Picture Glass TIME TRAVELLER, a
surrealist, artistic motif with a model that
stimulates the imagination, created in the
modern reverse glass technique,
120 x 180 cm | 51871 |

on left:
New TV Board MILANO, the proportions
of the sideboard, which is slightly deeper
and higher than conventional products,
are well-balanced,
55 x 200 x 40 cm | 85016 |
New Armchair OVAL OFFICE, a swivel
armchair in the Midcentury style with a
grey chenille look cover, comfortable seat
shell and sturdy, powder-coated steel
base, 87x 85 x 90 cm | 84725 |
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Jessica Melgar
KARE BOLIVIA

"Like pieces of jewellery in fashion,
decorative accessories express
personality and individuality in
furnishing. These ornamental
safari accessories demonstrate
your sense of style and show
your appreciation for the
wonderful world of nature.
Like a trophy - only much
more wildlife-friendly!“
New TV Board MILANO, you can stage
a Milano sideboard as a statement piece
in the living room, or give your whole
flat modern, Italian city flair with several
pieces of furniture from this collection,
55 x 200 x 40 cm | 85016 |
New Decorative figure PEARL,
an animal-friendly trophy for a touch of
safari flair in the home, different variants
available, e.g. a rhino, antelope, elephant
| 51919, 20, 21 |
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CONTRACT BUSINESS

The reception hall and the bright, stylish lounge benefit from
a 5 m high ceiling and a fireplace for winter evenings.

SAVOIR VIVRE

Fragrant lavender fields, turquoise shimmering bays and breathtaking
rocky landscapes: in Antibes on the French Mediterranean coast,
Provencal charm meets Mediterranean flair.
The new hotel "La Villa Port d'Antibes & Spa" not only awakens holiday longings
in us - the interior of the hotel also gives us a taste of the French Riviera.

Photos: Hôtel La Villa Port d’Antibes & Spa

Living as on
the Côte d'Azur

Only a few metres away from the port of Antibes,
the largest marina in Europe, and at the foot of the
old fortified city and its picturesque streets, the
modern boutique hotel & spa opened its doors in
June. The heart of each of the 56 rooms spread over
four floors is the luxurious bed, whose headboard
is distinguished in each case by an individually
stretched fabric made by Christian Lacroix.
Body and facial treatments are offered in the
hotel's own spa by Sothys, which has 3 massage
cabins, including a duo, a hammam, an experience
shower and a conservatory..
Culture tip: This is where Piccasso lived and
worked (his works from this period are in the
Musée Picasso Château Grimaldi). Those who wish
to experience the landscape of Claude Monet's
famous painting "The Old Fort of Antibes", painted
Bon appétit: the breakfast room is the perfect place
to start the day with style and enjoyment.

in 1888, can do so from the original location.

Bookings & further information
about the hotel:
www.villa-port-antibes.com

The bar, which is located under a metallic mezzanine,
is designed in dark, warm colours in order to create
a cosy atmosphere.

We'll also be happy to furnish
your own property.
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ACCESSORIES // CARPET

CARPET
DIEM

The finest treasures for the floor,
either restrained or as a striking statement
piece - we think that your room deserves
another update!

Armchair MUSIC HALL, 71 x 90 x 86 cm | 83094 | New Coffee table LASER, Chrom und Glas, 45 x 120 x 60 cm | 85023 |
New Carpet SQUARES GRAU, 170 x 240 cm | 52243 | New Standard lamp SALOTTO, 158 x 75 x 35 cm | 52463 | New Wall clock SPECCHIO, 60 x 60 x 4 cm | 51964 |
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1. Carpet KELIM ROCKSTAR, in an irresistible vintage look, enhances every interior, 170 x 240 cm | 60191 |
2. Carpet SPIKE ELEGANCE, a wonderfully elegant carpet in cream with silver coloured details, made of cowhide, 170 x 240 cm | 30004 |
3. New Carpet COZY OCEAN, made by hand, the look is comparable to velvet - backed with an anti-slip finish, 170 x 240 cm | 52203 |
4. New Carpet SOLEIL, a woven carpet in the trendy spice colour of curry with discreet
contrasting stripes along the narrow edge and fringes in grey, 170 x 240 cm | 52201 |
5. Carpet ORNAMENTO, a fantastic partner in the living room for a leather sofa and armchair, and stylish under a wooden dining table, 170 x 240 cm | 52200 |
6. Carpet ABSTRACT, a woven cotton carpet with an artistic motif, 170 x 240 cm | 66714 |
7. New Carpet COZY GIRLY, the luxury class: the upper viscose material shimmers as elegantly as silk and feels infinitely soft, 170 x 240 cm | 52202 |
8. Carpet OVADO, stylish coolness in organic form in the style of the Seventies, 170 x 240 cm | 61540 |
9. New Carpet COSTA, a woven carpet with a fascinating pattern - its colour brings the sun into the home, 170 x 240 cm | 52273 |
10. New Carpet TONDO, a great highlight in rich red - goes well with modern, monochrome furnishing styles, 170 x 240 cm | 52275 |
11. New Carpet RUNWAY, a hand-tufted treasure for the floor - shimmering differently depending on how the light falls,
each one is unique, 170 x 240 cm | 52410 |
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ACCESSORIES // LIGHTING

IN THE
RIGHT
LIGHT

Did you know that new lighting makes the whole room
shine in a new light? Experts recommend a mix of several
light sources as well as direct and indirect light in each room.
Feel like a little change?

Bulb LED, the new, decorative light bulbs
don't need to hide behind a lampshade.
Inspired by vintage lamps with a carbon
or tungsten filament, but equipped with
the best energy efficiency thanks to
modern LED technology, they are back
in vogue and fit for the future.
From delicate to XXL - deluxe bulbs
available in many sizes
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9.
1. Pendant lamp CONCRETE DINING, a perfect combination of wood and concrete, for modern interior design in harmony with nature also available with 3 lampshades, 120 x 160 x 15 cm | 61914 |
2. Pendant lamp PARECCHI COLORE, why only one lamp when you can have five in one go?
And thanks to its superior mix of style and materials, it fits in anywhere, 160 x 107 x 30 cm | 35777 |
3. Pendant lamp MONTE CARLO, height adjustable with seven light sources - especially attractive with lamps in a retro look, 116 x 116 x 35 cm | 60166 |
4. Standard lamp NATURE STRAIGHT, naturally grown wood with an elegant shade for glare-free light, each one is unique, 171 x 52 x 52 cm | 31763 |
5. Standard lamp SCULTRA, strong acacia branches give the standard lamp a very original, natural flair, 158 x 55 x 55 cm | 34925 |
6. Table lamp FLEXIBLE BLACK, three dainty lampshades dance as a pretty lamp on the table.
Or wherever you wish to place an example of your good taste , 67 x 40 x 16 cm | 60996 |
7. Table lamp LOUNGY, a medium-sized, handcrafted table lamp in a mushroom shape,
made of black lacquered steel with a golden coating inside and a cylindrical base, 38 x 25 x 25 cm | 32203 |
8. Table lamp ROSE MULTI, the swivelling lampshade made of velour sits in velvety splendour on the magnificent rose blossom base, 59 x 34 x 34 cm | 33251 |
9. Table lamp TUKAN, a bright spot on the desk... or simply anywhere, 50 x 28 x 28 cm | 51152 |
10. New Standard lamp TRIANGOLO, organic shapes, the three-dimensional structure of the different
sections and a subtle gold shimmer make up the charm of this lamp, 126 x 36 x 24 cm | 51754 |
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clockwise from top left:
New Table lamp SOLO BRASS, a filigree light source with a marble base in retro style, also available as a standard lamp, 55 x 22 x 22 cm | 52249 |
New Pendant lamp MONKEY, a gold-coloured pendant lamp with a spider monkey and a message: just don't take life too seriously! 28 x 19 x 13 cm | 52297 |
Table lamp ANIMAL, on the bedside table or in the hallway: with this housemate life never gets boring, 56 x 23 x 23 cm | 61961 |
New Pendant lamp MODO WIRE, a delicate pendant lamp made of gold-coloured wire in the tradition of unadorned Scandinavian design, 38 x 31 x 31 cm | 52531 |
New Pendant lamp MODO WIRE ROUND, the Modo lamps are height-adjustable and look great in a group, 24 x 44 x 44 cm | 52532 |
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GOLD
RUSH
Warm light has an immediate positive impact
on the atmosphere, and gold-coloured lamps
also provide radiance during the day
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1. New Standard lamp FIVE FINGERS, an almost room-high standard lamp with five brackets and five round glass shades
in the elegant colour combination of black, brass and white, 220 x 122 x 125 cm | 52494 |
2. New Standard lamp AL CAPONE TRE, glamour in a classy way: a high-quality standard lamp,
handcrafted, with a marble base and three round shades made of slightly mirrored glass, 176 x 37 x 37 cm | 51762 |
3. Pendant lamp BEAM BRASS, with its brass beams this pendant lamp is an eyecatcher in the living room or dining area, 72 x 72 x 72 cm | 60121 |
4. Pendant lamp GOBLET, a delicate pendant lamp with a touch of retro and warm light, 142 x 27 x 27 cm | 67634 |
5. New Wall lamp HERON, flamboyance in an antique shade of gold: a wall lamp made of synthetic resin in the shape of a heron, 62 x 26 x 22 cm | 52299 |
6. New Table lamp TOUCAN, tropical glamour moves in with this luminous object.
The peaceful toucan is perfectly compatible with all interior styles, 70 x 38 x 36 cm | 51552 |
7. Standard lamp BELLO SETTE, simple but impressive: seven lamps in a soap-bubble look with an LED bulb, 162 x 42 x 43 cm | 61399 |
8. New Table lamp CORAL GOLD, a large decorative table lamp with a golden coral sculpture
in limestone and a black rectangular lampshade, 69 x 51 x 23 cm | 51553 |
9. Table lamp ANIMAL, the rabbit figure is a real collector's item with a lot of heart - other animal species available, 68 x 23 x 23 cm | 61598 |
10. New Standard lamp GINKGO TRE, a tall standard lamp with a marble base, three brackets
and gold-coloured shades in the shape of ginkgo leaves, 182 x 78 x 43 cm | 52519 |
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»When it comes to
your furnishing dreams
we've got the right ideas.«
Richard,
KARE furnishing
specialist

KARE
INTERIOR DESIGN
SERVICE
FROM COLOUR & DECORATION ADVICE
ALL THE WAY TO COMPLETE PLANNING

Have your interior design planned by a professional.
No matter if it is digital or personally in the store.
GET IN TOUCH WITH US!

WE DECORATE
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